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Abstract
The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the viability of sculpture
as a potential alternative investment. This goal is achieved through partly
assessing the market quality of the auction market for sculptures and
partly by studying their long-run diversification potential. The assessment
of the sculpture market quality, together with the long-run co-movement
analysis are objectives met through conducting four individual studies.
In Paper I, I find that auction house art experts’ relative estimate range

positively affects realized prices. The effect is robust across the mid- low-
and high-end segments of the international sculpture market. Interpret-
ing the art experts’ price estimate range as a proxy for the prevailing
divergence of investor opinion in the art market, the findings are con-
sistent with the disagreement model of Miller (1977). This evidence is
contradictory to the predictions of the general auction model in Milgrom
and Weber (1982) and does not lend support to the interpretation of the
price estimate range as a proxy only for uncertainty. Moreover, the study
gives insight into the price determinants of sculpture using a unique large
dataset of over 65,000 sculpture sales at international auctions.
Paper II is the first study to find evidence of a home bias in prices of art

sold at international art auctions. All else equal, art prices are higher when
they are auctioned in the home country of the artist compared to outside
of the artist’s home country. Moreover, the home bias in prices is more
pronounced in the low-end sculpture market segment than in the high-
end segment, indicating that familiarity can be a potential explanation of
the bias. Furthermore, the home bias is found to be partly related to
patriotism. The findings indicate that the home bias in prices increases as
the relative level of patriotism rises in the home country of the artist, and
that patriotism is a more persistent source of the home bias in art prices
than familiarity.
Paper III examines the absolute and time-varying weak-form market

efficiency of the international sculpture auction market. The results indic-
ate that the sculpture market efficiency varies over time lending support
to the Adaptive Markets Hypothesis. Moreover, I find that the times of
peaking relative market inefficiency coincide with distress in the wider
economy and financial markets. Additionally, I find evidence that auction
house art experts’ pre-sale estimate accuracy Granger causes develop-
ments in time-varying market efficiency, highlighting the importance of
art experts.
Paper IV analyzes the dynamic relationship between the international

sculpture market and the traditional financial investments during the
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period 1985-2013. Three international sculpture price indices are con-
structed to proxy for the general sculpture market price movements along
with the low- and high-end segments of the international sculpture mar-
ket. The results show that price development in the sculpture market does
not move together with government bond prices in the long run. When it
comes to equity markets, I find significant cointegrated dynamics between
sculpture indices and the world equity markets. On the other hand, there
is no such relationship when the S&P 500 is considered. Furthermore,
cointegration is detected when analyzing the sculpture markets with the
world GDP per capita. Granger-causality tests reveal that sculpture prices,
in general, are Granger-caused by GDP per capita. Moreover, the Granger-
causality tests indicate that sculpture price developments follow the world
equity price movements, but not those of the S&P 500.
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1 Introduction
This chapter serves to introduce the reader to the subject and objectives of
the dissertation. I structure the problematization by highlighting potential
research gaps in the field of art market finance that would be fruitful to
investigate. I begin with a discussion on art as a financial asset. Then, I
continue on with the aspects of the art market that can be of interest from
a potential art investor’s point of view. From an investor’s perspective, for
art to be considered as an alternative investment, questions of particular
importance can be related to a) the potential profitability of the investment;
b) the market quality and c) the diversification prospects. The latter
implies inquiry of liquidity, price formation and informational efficiency,
among other things. I direct the focus on the analysis of price formation
or pricing mechanism, as well as, informational efficiency. The chapter
ends with the general research purpose and specific objectives.
Much of empirical research in art finance or art economics focuses

on art auctions1, due to lack of access to and transparency in dealer
markets (Velthuis, 2003). Art auctions are an example of an ascending-
bid auction, commonly referred to as an English auction. This form of
auction is the most common in practice. Moreover, auctions are the most
ancient and central among economic mechanisms, with uses in a wide
range of situations and markets. The discussion about the profitability,
market quality and diversification potential in this chapter is, hence, in
reference to the art auction market.

1.1 Art as an alternative investment
On February 3rd, 2010, Alberto Giacometti’s 183 centimeters tall sculp-
ture “L’Homme qui marche I” (en. The Walking Man I) was sold for a little
over 65 million British Pounds at Sotheby’s London auction house. Yet
another sculpture by Giacometti “Le Chat” was sold on May 4th, 2010
for almost 21 million USD at Christie’s New York auction house. This
was one of eight casts of the “Le Chat”. Last time a cast of this sculpture
was sold in May, 1975 for only 130 thousand USD, which gives a con-
stant appreciation in price of over 22 percent per annum over 25 years.
1A few recent exceptions are Rengers and Velthuis (2002) and Velthuis (2003), who

explore the pricing mechanism in art dealerships in Amsterdam and New York.
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This example illustrates the potential financial returns from investing in
art pieces, which have awakened the interest in such investments, also,
among people with no arts expertise wanting to diversify their portfolios
(ArtTactic and Deloitte, 2013). This interest among investors without spe-
cialist knowledge has encouraged the emergence of mutual equity funds
specializing in art investments. For an investor willing to invest in art,
but lacking artistic judgment, art funds provide a way of getting into the
art market by relying on a team of art specialists to advise them. Addi-
tionally, as with index funds where it is less costly to own a portion of a
diversified portfolio rather than to own the entire portfolio - it is easier
to purchase a share in a Matisse than to purchase and insure the multi-
million dollar painting itself. It is more affordable and practical to buy
into an art fund that has a Matisse painting in its portfolio than to invest
in individual master works. Of course, one does not have the pleasure of
hanging the paintings on one’s wall but, in this case, we are talking about
art as an investment alone.
There are several investment funds that have fine art as the focus

of their investment portfolio. The Fine Art Fund launched by Phillip
Hoffman in 2004, and with a target annual return of 10 to 15 percent,
is the biggest mutual fund that invests in art, according to Gutner and
Capell (2005). People investing their moneys with this fund must be able
to tie up a minimum of 250 000 USD for a period of three years. By the
end of 2011, the fund claimed an average annual realized return of 33,5
per cent over 7 years (Grant, 2011). The German based ARTESTATE art
fund was a “cheaper” alternative. One could participate in the fund for as
little as e2500 with a targeted annual return of 10 percent. However, the
fund was short lived, since the parent company went bankrupt in early
2008 and the investors in the fund were not able to get their investments
back. Fernwood Art Investments is another art fund that collapsed in
2006 (Artnet.Com, 2006). Despite such failures, the number of art funds
is still increasing (Grant, 2011), with more recent examples, such as, the
Collectors Fund, started in 2007, the Artemundi Global Fund, founded in
2009 and the Modern Art Fund, established in 2009.
The earliest example of a mutual fund daring to put their capital, or at

least some of it, into the art market was the British Rail Pension Fund back
in 1974. Two and nine tenths (2,9) percent, amounting to USD70 million
of their capital was invested in art. The average annual rate of return
on these investments was 11,3 percent when the process of disposing of
their art portfolio was finished in 2000 (McAndrew, 2010). The British
Rail Pension Fund’s rationale for diversifying into the art market was the
period in which these operations were carried out. At the time, the OPEC
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oil crisis of 1973-74 in combination with the stock market crash led those
with fiduciary responsibility to seek alternative investment opportunities
(McAndrew, 2010). Art has been bought and sold at auctions for centuries
by private investors. However, only relatively recently did institutional
investors start viewing art as an alternative financial asset, as opposed to
more traditional stocks and bonds. This increased interest is in line with
an increasing shift towards other alternative investments. For instance,
almost a quarter of the US State Pension Funds’ assets in 2012 were
allocated in alternative assets, such as private equity, real estate, hedge
funds and real assets, compared to only 10 percent in 2006 (Cliffwater,
2013).
The increasing interest in alternative investments is due to attempts to

manage investment risk and rising integration of different financial mar-
kets (see, for instance, Berger and Pozzi, 2013; Arouri and Foulquier,
2012; Ayuso and Blanco, 2001). To improve diversification, one should
not be limited only to traditional assets. As a result of increasing cor-
relation between asset returns (see, for instance, Buyuksahin, Haigh and
Robe, 2010; Boyer, Kumagai and Yuan, 2006; Cappiello, Engle and Shep-
pard, 2006), diversifying into international equity or bond markets is not
enough during times of crisis. Thus, aiming at consistent and sustainable
returns, investors enter alternative markets: real estate, private equity,
commodities, collectibles and so on.
Alternative investments can be divided into two basic constituents:

alternative strategies and alternative assets. Hedge funds, for example,
employ alternative investment strategies and can invest in both traditional
and alternative assets. Art, like other alternative investments, is an altern-
ative asset that sometimes entails tying up the invested capital for many
years before that certain piece of art appreciates sufficiently in price allow-
ing capital gains to be achieved. The international art market has reached
a value of over 51 billion Euros in 2014 (TEFAF, 2015), a historic record.
Paintings and drawings make up the largest portion of the art market by
turnover - about 80 percent of worldwide art auction turnover in 2014
(ArtPrice.com, 2015) and the vast majority of the research on art market
returns revolves around paintings and drawings. The next largest form of
art bought and sold on the market - sculpture, which generated about 15
percent of the global art auction turnover in 2014 (ArtPrice.com, 2015),
has been more or less left untouched and unexplored by research.
Since sculptures make up the second largest art market there could ex-

ist many potentially good investment opportunities. Even though sculp-
tures are a part of the general fine art market, which also includes paint-
ings, drawings, prints, photographs etcetera, they, nevertheless, are dis-
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tinct from other forms of art in ways that could affect their pricing and
consequentially their financial performance and investment feasibility. As
the sculpture market is less commonly traded than the equity market, it
would be useful for potential investors and, indeed, for all participants
in this market, to understand the factors affecting the cost, liquidity and
efficiency of the pricing mechanisms used. Sculptures have higher costs of
production and higher technical difficulty than any other fine art, which
directly relates to the aesthetic features distinct from those of other art-
work. These features add to the complexity of sculptures as potential
investment candidates.

1.2 Profitability of art investments

There is no consensus about the profitability of investments in objects of
art in the extant art market literature. One of the first articles to exam-
ine the financial performance of art markets was Baumol (1986), who
studied the auction market for paintings. His findings indicate that art
is not a very attractive investment. He calculates an annual inflation ad-
justed return of 0,55 percent over the period of 1652 – 1961, which is
lower than the returns on the safest government securities during that
period. Baumol (1986) employs a Repeat Sales Regression method to
construct his index. The extraordinarily low return over more than 300
years calculated by him is based on only 640 transactions. By contrast,
Buelens and Ginsburgh (1993), using the same data as in Baumol (1986),
show that even though the return on paintings over 300 years is excep-
tionally low, there were some shorter periods when paintings performed
reasonably well. They examine different schools of painters at different
periods and find that Impressionist paintings did better on average than
other schools. The period between 1914 and 1950, the coinciding with
the two world wars, exhibited negative returns. When those negative
years are excluded, the Impressionists earned an average annual return
of 13,4 percent. A more recent study by Renneboog and Spaenjers (2013)
analyzes returns of investments in different art movements between 1982
and 2007. The returns range from 4,16 percent for Realist paintings up to
10,35 percent for Pop art, but the average return for different styles and
movements is 5,19 percent. As a contrast to Renneboog and Spaenjers
(2013), Goetzmann (1993) finds that painting investments had an annual
appreciation of 17,5 percent between 1900 and 1986, while the London
Stock Exchange index had a return of merely 4,9 percent over the same
period, although the correlation between the them was rather high at 0,78.
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Studies of financial returns in art markets are typically either done
by dividing the market into subject, movement and style sub-markets
or by geographical location of the market. Atukeren and Seckin (2009)
report that the Turkish paintings market underperforms the Istanbul Stock
Exchange listed stocks. Higgs and Worthington (2005), for instance, direct
their attention towards investments in works of Australian artists and their
return over a thirty year period, 1973 – 2003. They find an average annual
return of almost 7 percent with a standard deviation of over 16 percent.
Such high standard deviation is characteristic of art markets, no matter
what segment one is looking at. Goetzmann (1993), mentioned above,
reports a standard deviation for his sample of almost 53 percent.
The vast majority of studies are examining returns of investments in

paintings. Sculptures have only been in focus once, in Locatelli-Biey
and Zanola (2002). They look at the performance of international sculp-
ture markets during 1987 – 1995 and compare it to gold, US Government
Bonds and Equity indexes. During that short period of 8 years, the portfo-
lio of expensive sculptures, with an average annual return of 5,5 per cent,
outperforms investments in gold and US Government Bonds. However,
US Equity is found to give better returns than investments in sculptures.
A boom in prices was noticed until 1990 after which prices fell sharply, co-
inciding with the global recession of the early 1990’s. Locatelli-Biey and
Zanola’s (2002) observation period ended in 1995, thus it would be in-
teresting to find out whether the sculptures market has recovered using a
longer period of observation. Furthermore, the world has undergone two
worldwide recessions, during the early and late 2000’s. Thus, an invest-
igation of how the sculpture market has fared while stock markets were
plummeting would be insightful. In addition, Locatelli-Biey and Zanola
(2002) calculate two separate indexes, one for expensive sculptures and
one for the rest of the sculpture market by creating two separate portfo-
lios of sculpture. However, there are better and more informative ways of
doing that, which make it possible to use the entire sample in the analysis
instead of breaking it up into separate sub samples.

1.3 Market quality

The quality of the sculpture market is of interest to the potential investor.
Here, market quality is being used as an umbrella for several economic
and financial aspects of interest to an investor. These can be, for instance,
the underlying pricing mechanism in the market and the market efficiency
of the market. In this section, I take up these aspects of market quality,
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identifying possible research gaps that can be of relevance. The discussion
centers on the concepts of pricing mechanism, namely price determinants,
of artwork at auctions and informational efficiency of art markets. The
analysis of these topics would help in the assessment of art market quality.

1.3.1 Pricing mechanism
The pricing mechanism underlying in art markets, as in other goods mar-
kets, is an interplay of demand and supply in an auction. Pricing of art
at art auctions prompts the examination of relevant and significant price
determinants. From a financially oriented art purchaser’s perspective, it
is imperative to know how artwork is priced and what factors influence
the demand for certain art.
There is anecdotal evidence that one should buy the most expensive,

or the highest quality, piece of art if one wants above average financial re-
turns. Agnello (2002) finds support for this maxim in the auction market
for paintings. He concludes that high-end paintings have a higher re-
turn than the other paintings. Contradicting this, Mei and Moses (2002)
find that “Masterpiece” paintings actually underperform the rest of the
art auction market. Mei and Moses’ (2002) sample covers a longer time
period and includes international paintings, whereas Agnello (2002) ex-
amines only paintings of American artists. The sculpture auction market
has yet to be tested for the presence of the anomaly of “top work” or
“high-end work”. Would an investor looking into the sculpture market in
hopes of diversifying his or her portfolio be better off buying one relatively
expensive sculpture or several lower priced ones?
Investments in art are highly knowledge intensive; they require specific

expertise or familiarity with the art movements and types. By providing
market value estimates, auction house art experts help in attracting a
wider client base for art auctions. Their role is, therefore, paramount in
art auction markets. Some implications about the role of auction house
art experts can be seen in Milgrom and Weber’s (1982) general auction
theory. Theoretically, providing truthful and honest information is the
best policy to increase auction prices (Milgrom and Weber, 1982). This
motivates the use of art experts’ appraisals at auctions, as they provide
a value estimate which seems to lead to higher prices (Gershkov and
Toxvaerd, 2013; Mei and Moses, 2005).
There are a number of studies that investigate potential biases in the

accuracy of price estimates provided by the auction house art experts (see,
for instance, Sproule and Valsan, 2006; Bauwens and Ginsburgh, 1999).
However, much appears to be left. The price estimates are typically given
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as an estimate range consisting of a low estimate and a high estimate.
Extant studies seem to focus on these point estimates, rather than the
role of the range between them. Likewise, theoretically, there is a lack of
interpretation of that high - low estimate range. One of the predictions of
the general auction model of Milgrom and Weber (1982) is that providing
estimates increases prices, as any information leads to lower uncertainty,
and, thus more aggressive bidding. However, they do not directly address
the impact of the relative range between the high and low estimates. A
potential alternative interpretation of the estimate range can be borrowed
from Miller’s (1977) model on divergence of opinion. Miller’s (1977)
model was originally intended for equity markets, but its predictions are
feasibly testable in the context of art markets as well.
What other criteria should be considered for art pricing? The place of

purchase or sale might also play a role. Mei and Moses (2002) show that
Impressionist paintings bought at other auction houses and sold at So-
theby’s had higher returns than vice versa. Pesando (1993) find evidence
that prints sold between 1977 and 1992 at Sotheby’s in New York had
consistently higher prices than identical prints sold at Christie’s in New
York. In Europe, the Swiss auction house Kornfeld exhibited higher print
prices than any other auction houses (Pesando 1993). In contrast, Ren-
neboog and Van Houtte (2002), find that Belgian paintings obtain higher
prices when sold at Christie’s auction houses than in Sotheby’s, both in
New York and in London.
We can further fine-tune the impact of place of sale on prices by

borrowing from equity market literature. A home bias puzzle (see, for in-
stance, French and Poterba, 1991; Tesar and Werner, 1995; Pastor, 2000)
is a well-documented phenomenon in equity market literature (Obstfeld
and Rogoff, 2001). It is typically associated with domestic equity propor-
tions in equity investors’ portfolios that are markedly larger than would
be suggested by modern portfolio theory. Since art markets are far less
integrated globally, compared to equity markets, frequently have legal re-
strictions on trade, and high transportation costs, especially so for sculp-
ture, it would seem that a home bias is likely to exist. From an art
investor’s viewpoint, the question is whether the existence of such bias in
art markets, such as the sculpture auction market, influence prices and,
consequently, returns. The effect of artist nationality has been studied
before (see, for instance, Collins, Scorcu and Zanola, 2009; de la Barre
et al., 1994), but the influence of the home bias on prices seems to be
overlooked.
The factors discussed above are only some of many potential price

determinants that should be taken into consideration when contemplating
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art investments. Other determinants, such as characteristics of the artwork
(Renneboog and Spaenjers, 2013; Higgs and Worthington, 2005; Agnello,
2002) and relevant aspects about the artist (Kraeussl and Logher, 2010;
Nahm, 2010; Maddison and Pedersen, 2008) seem to influence the pricing
of artwork as well.

1.3.2 Market efficiency
From a potential art investor’s perspective, in order to be able to bet-
ter assess the quality of the art market, aside from understanding the
pricing mechanism, the informational efficiency of art markets is equally
important.
It is noteworthy that art, be it paintings or sculptures, is a rather il-

liquid heterogeneous asset that incurs high transaction costs, as well as
insurance costs (Ashenfelter and Graddy, 2003). Even though a purchase
of artwork as an investment would seemingly require a substantial know-
ledge of art and the art world itself, lately the emergence of various art
indexes, the availability of catalogues with past prices and future estimates
has made it easier to buy and sell art. Erdos and Ormos (2010) test the
efficiency of the US art market and find no evidence for rejecting the ran-
dom walk hypothesis that was developed in conjunction with the equity
market. They conclude that since 1973 the US paintings market can be
viewed as weak-form efficient. The efficiency of the sculptures market is
yet to be tested. If all publicly available information is reflected in real-
ized prices of sculptures, that is, if the market is semi-strong form efficient,
given Fama’s (1970) classifications, then only investors with information
which is not yet available to the wider public can earn abnormal profits.
It is reasonable to assume that someone with a superior knowledge of art,
whose insights go beyond information that is publicly available, would
earn consistently higher profits. Unlike securities markets, the applica-
tion of such “insider” knowledge is not prohibited in art markets and is,
indeed relied on in mutual funds focused on art, such as those already
discussed.
Since art experts at the auction houses provide price estimates for

every item, these estimates might serve as a value anchor, influencing
prices (Beggs and Graddy, 2009). As mentioned earlier, a number of
studies examine the accuracy of these estimates. Some of them find the
estimates biased (see, for instance, Mei and Moses, 2005; Bauwens and
Ginsburgh, 1999), while others find them to be accurate (see, for instance,
McAndrew, Smith and Thompson, 2012; Sproule and Valsan, 2006;). It
would seem unreasonable to assume the estimate accuracy as an absolute.
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Rather, it might vary, thus, influencing the weak-form efficiency of the
art markets. It could prove insightful for the market quality assessment,
by complementing the studies of the role of art experts, to examine the
impact of estimate accuracy on weak-form market efficiency.

1.4 Diversification prospects

Even though the long term rate of return is low, there can be shorter peri-
ods exhibiting exceptionally high rates of return. Even where the rate of
return on investments in art is lower than, for example, stocks, art could
still comprise a part of an appropriately diversified investment portfo-
lio. Within a portfolio of artworks, beneficial diversification effects are
gained through the inclusion of a variety of schools or periods. Atukeren
and Seckin (2009), for example, examining the Turkish paintings market
promoted the inclusion of these works in a well-diversified portfolio of
international art investments.
For the purposes of portfolio diversification, investing in sculptures

may be considered an alternative investment. As a part of that consider-
ation, it would be useful to know whether sculpture provides financially
sound diversification benefits to potential investors. Fifty three percent of
the private banks surveyed by Deloitte and ArtTactic in 2012 suggested
that economic uncertainty drives demand for services in art wealth man-
agement and 43 percent stated that diversification is one of the strongest
motivations for including art in their clients’ investment portfolio. The
majority of the respondents, 70 percent, in that survey say that one of the
biggest challenges in offering art-related wealth management services is
the lack of research on the art market, together with low transparency and
lack of information (ArtTactic and Deloitte, 2013). Thus, an investigation
of the contribution of such an investment toward a profitable portfolio
that achieves consistent overall returns appears justified.
Alongside the correlation, long-run co-movement is equally important

particularly when the possible long-run diversification effects of invest-
ments in sculptures are of concern. A cointegration analysis would show
the long-run co-movement and interdependencies (or the absence of such)
between the sculpture market and the stock market or the general eco-
nomy. Chanel (1995) and Ginsburgh and Jeanfils (1995) find no long-term
inter-relation between the paintings and financial markets in New York,
London, Tokyo and Paris. Worthington and Higgs (2003), on the other
hand, observe a long-run co-movement between 8 different paintings in-
dexes and the global equity index, proxied by the MSCI World Equity
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Index. A long-run co-movement would mean that prices of sculptures
and stocks do not diverge in the long-run. This, however, does not neces-
sarily imply high correlation between the two markets. Despite long-run
co-movements, there still might be sub-periods when parts of the sculp-
ture and equity markets do diverge. Since art is often suggested as a
long-term investment (Mei and Moses, 2002; Pesando and Shum, 2007a),
possible co-movements of the sculpture market and traditional markets
are relevant to investors and worth examining in more detail. However,
if sculpture prices co-move highly together with traditional investment
vehicles, such as, equity, then buying sculpture would not aid much in
achieving more sustainable overall portfolio returns. Locatelli-Biey and
Zanola (2002) only analyzed the performance of investment in sculp-
ture during the 1987 – 1995 period, but we still do not know whether
co-movements exist between prices of sculpture and equity, bonds or com-
modities.

1.5 Research purpose and objectives
With my dissertation, I attempt to contribute to a growing discussion
about different classes of alternative financial assets by studying a poten-
tially lucrative market, the sculpture auction market. I bring a perspective
from the financial discipline into a field that is by and large reliant on
aesthetic philosophy. My dissertation intends to help advance the body
of research of the financial and economic aspects of art markets, with the
main focus being on the sculpture auction market.
The overall purpose is to explore the viability of sculpture as an altern-

ative investment. This implies assessing the market quality of the auction
market for sculptures and examining their long-run diversification poten-
tial. The assessment of the sculpture market quality, together with the
long-run co-movement analysis, would aid in determining whether sculp-
ture is a viable alternative investment. The are several possible definitions
and interpretations of the word viable. In the context of this thesis I take it
as meaning a) “capable of working, functioning, or developing adequately” and
b) “having a reasonable chance of succeeding” or being “financially sustainable”
as defined by the Meriam-Webster dictionary.
There are several facets to evaluating the market quality, such as, li-

quidity measures, the pricing mechanism and market efficiency. In this
dissertation, I focus on, specifically, the pricing mechanism and market
efficiency assessments to provide evidence on market quality of the sculp-
ture auction market.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the Research Purpose and Objectives

Assessment of Market Quality Co-movement Analysis

Viability of sculpture as
an alternative investment

Paper IV

Market
Efficiency

Pricing
Mechanism

Impact of auction house
art experts’ accuracy

Impact of auction house
art experts’ estimates

Other price
determinants

Home bias
in prices

Paper IIPaper IPaper III

First, an investigation of the pricing mechanism is due. In the context
of sculpture auction markets, the pricing mechanism can be studied by
exploring the realized price formation of sculptures. In regards to this, my
objective is to analyze potential price determinants of sculpture at auction
markets. I tackle this objective by analyzing:

i) the potential home bias in realized sculpture auction prices,

ii) the impact of auction house art experts’ opinion on realized sculpture
prices, and

iii) the effect of other price determinants related to the sculpture itself,
the artist, as well as, time and place of sale.

Second, the informational efficiency of the sculpture auction market is
to be examined. Thus, another objective in this thesis is to investigate the
weak-form market efficiency of the sculpture auction market. In connec-
tion to this, the secondary objective is to inspect the impact of the auction
house art experts’ estimate accuracy on market efficiency.
Finally, in complement to the market quality analysis, I intend to ex-

amine whether sculpture would be a valid addition into a balanced invest-
ment portfolio. To this end, the objective is to study short- and long-term
co-movements of sculpture prices with traditional financial investments,
such as equity and bonds, as well as, economic indicators, such as GDP.
Figure 1.1 displays the overview of the research purpose and specific

objectives. I address the different research objectives discussed above in
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Table 1.1: Stated purposes in each individual study.

Study Stated Purpose
Paper I: Uncertainty, Disagree-
ment and Expert Price Estim-
ates in Art Markets.

To test whether the size of the price es-
timate range affects sculpture auction
prices and in what direction. A sec-
ondary purpose in this paper is to shed
light on the determinants of sculpture
prices.

Paper II: Art Auction Prices:
Home bias, Familiarity and
Patriotism.

To investigate the existence of a home
bias effect in art auction prices, as well
as, the role of familiarity and patriotism
in explaining this effect.

Paper III: Sculpture Market Ef-
ficiency and the Impact of Auc-
tion House Art Experts.

The primary purpose in this paper is
to study the market efficiency of the
international sculpture markets. The
secondary purpose is to study the role
of auction house experts in market ef-
ficiency.

Paper IV: Sculpture as an Al-
ternative Investment: an ana-
lysis of price dynamics between
sculpture and equity and bond
markets.

To study the short- and long-term co-
movements of the sculpture market
with the equity and bond markets to
find out whether one ought to include
sculpture in an investment portfolio In
addition, the sculpture market’s dy-
namic relationship with the real eco-
nomic activity, in form of GDP per cap-
ita, is analyzed.

the Papers enclosed with this dissertation. The specific objectives for each
Paper can be found in Table 1.1.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents

the art market literature review and the theoretical foundations of the
dissertation. In Chapter 3, the data and methods of analysis are described.
Chapter 4 presents the individual paper summaries. Finally, in Chapter
5, I present the concluding discussion, and highlight the contributions of
my thesis.
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2 Review of Art Market Literature and
Theoretical Foundations

In this chapter, I present a review of relevant literature on financial aspects
of art markets and introduce the theoretical foundations for my thesis. I
start with a background about the structure of art markets, before intro-
ducing the reader to this field of research. The discussion on the primary
and secondary art markets, as well as, the prevalent investor types in art
markets are taken up in the background section. Next, I review the gen-
eral auction theory of Milgrom and Weber (1982) and some of its relevant
implications. The remaining sections are presented in the similar struc-
ture to the one in the introductory chapter. Namely, the framework for the
market quality assessment is presented by, first, reviewing relevant studies
on pricing mechanism in art markets, and, then, discussing the notion of
market efficiency in the context of art markets. I end the chapter with
the discussion of diversification potential of art, and the studies on co-
movement of art market prices with other financial assets and economic
indicators.

2.1 Background
Similar to equity markets, the global art market trade can be grouped
under two categories: the primary art market and the secondary art market.
The primary art market, like the IPO market for equities, entails “issue”
of new art. That is, it refers to an artwork’s first sale in the market. This
is typically, or traditionally, done through art galleries, art dealerships
or art exhibitions. These institutions work as middlemen between the
artist and the art investor. Once the artwork is sold on the primary
market, it can exchange hands further on the secondary art market. The
secondary art market trade is usually conducted through the age old
institution of auctions. Thus, the art dealerships, galleries and exhibitions
are synonymous with the primary art market, while art auction houses
are synonymous with the secondary art market.
Virtually all of existing research in the art market finance and eco-

nomics field focuses on the art auction markets. Even though the auction
market is a secondary market and makes up only a part of the whole
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art market, it has so far been the usual source of data. The reason for
limited research in the primary market is that compared to the art auction
market, it is far less transparent and more difficult to collect reliable data
from, due to problematic access (Velthuis, 2003).
The few studies that have examined the primary market show that

for instance, the price setting processes differ between the primary and
secondary markets. Demand and supply directly affects the prices at
art auctions, where a sculpture or a painting is sold and the market
is cleared immediately, granted the reserve price is met (Rengers and
Velthuis, 2002). In art galleries, however, the prices are set; the interac-
tion between demand and supply is more indirect. Price decreases are
universally considered a big taboo in the primary art markets (Velthuis,
2003). Thus, once a price for an artwork is set it is rarely reduced, since
a reduction in price would send negative signals about the quality of not
only that particular piece of art, but also the artist. Only in emergency
cases do the prices of an artist go down. Nevertheless, even though the
price levels may not be the same, price determinants and the extent to
which they affect art prices within the primary and secondary markets
may not necessarily differ between these markets. Rengers and Velthuis
(2002) find that in their sample of paintings sold at Dutch galleries, size
and the material of the work were one of the strong predictors of prices.
This finding is in line with research done in the auction markets for
paintings. Agnello and Pierce (1996), for instance, show that prices of
American paintings sold at art auctions increase with size. An interesting
finding from Velthuis (2003) is that, in primary art markets, a common
practice is to set a price for different works of the same artist according
to their physical dimensions. Thus, two paintings of equal sizes from the
same artist have one price, no matter the quality, “difficulty” or aesthetic
features of the artwork itself.
When it comes to the types of art investors, we can make a distinc-

tion between institutional and private investors, as well as, for-profit and
non-profit investors. An example of non-profit institutional art investors
is museums - they are an institution, often public, that purchase art for
cultural purposes and not to make a financial profit. Some art galler-
ies are also non-profit, however most private art galleries are for-profit
institutional art investors. Although, these private art galleries function
mainly as intermediaries, and not necessarily as end buyers. A large
portion of private investors are not financially driven in their art pur-
chases. This type of art investors buys art for art’s sake, to enjoy the
non-pecuniary, aesthetic benefits. In contrast to them, another class of
investors is interested in the potential financial returns and portfolio di-
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versification prospects of art. Of course, this is not to say that a third
class of private art investors does not exist – the one that aims for, both,
monetary and aesthetic returns.

2.2 The general auction theory

Among economic institutions and mechanisms, auctions are the most an-
cient and most central. They are used in a wide range of situations and
markets. In fact, the only common attribute for different auction situations
is the necessity of an individual price for unique items (Milgrom, 1987).
Art auctions are one example of an English, or ascending-bid, form of
auction, which is the most common form of auction.
Milgrom and Weber (1982) develop the general auction model by

extending and incorporating earlier auction theories of Vickrey (1961,
1962) and Wilson (1977). One of the predictions of the general auction
model in Milgrom and Weber (1982) is that the different forms of auctions
can be ranked according to the expected prices each respective auction
produces. According to the model, the expected prices are highest in the
English auction, which explains their widespread popularity. Milgrom
and Weber’s (1982) general auction theory makes several other interesting
testable implications and predictions for the ascending-bid/English form
of auctions, which I briefly review below. For the full model with detailed
proofs and derivations of the theorems on the other forms of auctions, the
reader is referred to the original study.
One of the implications of the general auction theory that is relevant

to this thesis is that publicly revealed information raises the expected
auction price. This prediction holds for the models with the assumption
of risk neutral bidders, as well as, risk averse bidders. In case of English
auctions, it can be information that is conveyed through the public bidding
behavior of the bidders that drop out. Milgrom and Weber (1982) show
that since uncertainty about the value of the item is reduced, by inferring
information through the bids of those who drop out, during the auction,
the expected price is driven up.
Another similar prediction is about the seller’s information reporting

policy. According to Milgrom and Weber (1982, p. 1096) and Milgrom
(1987), “honesty is the best policy” and the seller is advised to report all
information completely at all times, as it will lead to the highest expected
price. A typical good example of such information that the seller can
choose to report is an appraisal of the item for sale. A price estimate is
usually given by a specialist, a professional with expertise on whatever is
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being auctioned. This prediction of the general auction model holds in
art markets. Art auctions started providing price estimates for each art
work put up for sale since the early 1970’s. The introduction of these
estimates has been shown to have positively affected realized art auction
prices (Mei and Moses, 2005).
In practice, most auctions, such as, art auctions always use devices

like reserve prices to try to raise seller’s revenue. The reserve price is a
price under which the seller will refuse to sell. The general auction model
implies that revealing public information, even in the presence of reserve
prices, increases the expected payoff to the seller.

2.3 Price determinants of artwork sold at auc-
tions

As for any traded good, the prices for art at auctions are determined
by supply and demand. The interaction of supply of artwork with the
demand from art investors produces the market clearing price at art auc-
tions. This price can then be related to a set of characteristics, or price
determinants.
The price determinants of artworks at auctions are based on the he-

donic pricing theory of heterogeneous goods, which in its own turn is
grounded on consumer theory. The hedonic pricing model has gained
much ground since great contributions from Lancaster (1966) and Rosen
(1974). Lancaster (1966) suggested that 1) the good by itself does not
provide utility, but rather it is the characteristics of the good that give
utility; 2) any good has often more than one characteristic and a number
of characteristics are shared by more than one good. Thus, the more
characteristics two goods share, the more they are substitutable. In the
case of the art market, an artwork can be interpreted as a combination of
certain aesthetic features. It is the presence of these features that give the
non-pecuniary utility, and when purchasing a piece of art, one is paying
for these aesthetic and other attributes.
Theoretically, there is no given set of art price determinants. Empirical

studies rather employ the data available, which is usually a certain number
of attributes of i) the art work itself, ii) the artist, as well as iii) time and
place of sale. Some of the price determinants used can be justified by
an underlying economic reasoning of demand-supply interaction. Others,
such as time and place related characteristics, are included for control, to
account for demand shifts.
In the sub-sections that follow below, I give account of a number of
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specific determinants that the existing art market research has considered,
as well as, motivation for the ones contributed by this thesis. The char-
acteristics pertaining to the art work are discussed first, followed by the
attributes related to the artist. Then, I review time and place as potential
controls. In regards to place of sale, the influence of a home bias is mo-
tivated as well. Finally, the role of auction house art experts in art pricing
is argued for.

2.3.1 Determinants related to the artwork

The attributes relating to the art piece are undeniably important in its
pricing. Prices have been shown to differ depending on, for instance,
dimension characteristics of the artwork (Higgs and Worthington, 2005;
Agnello, 2002; Locatelli-Biey and Zanola, 2002; Czujack, 1997). The
relationship between art prices and their size is usually reverse U-shaped
(Higgs and Worthington, 2005; Agnello, 2002; Czujack, 1997), meaning
that price increases with size, but until a certain point, after which the
relationship reverses.

The medium of expression is another important price determinant. For
instance, paintings done in oil are found to sell higher prices compared to
other paintings (Czujack, 1997; Renneboog and Van Houtte, 2002; Agnello,
2002), and watercolor is more appreciated than drawing. For sculptures,
Locatelli-Biey and Zanola (2002) find that marble is the most valued
medium, followed by bronze.

Uniqueness is also found to impact prices of sculptures (Locatelli-Biey
and Zanola, 2002). Ceteris paribus, works that are cast in large numbers
usually sell for less than unique objects or the ones that are produced only
in a few copies (Locatelli-Biey and Zanola, 2002). This is not strange,
since increased supply would command lower prices.

The presence of the artist’s signature is often proxied for the authenti-
city of the artwork (Renneboog and Spaenjers, 2013; Kraeussl and Logher,
2010; Beggs and Graddy, 2009; Renneboog and Van Houtte, 2002; Eke-
lund, Ressler and Watson, 2000; Czujack, 1997). A signed piece of art
would suggest more certainty about its authenticity and, thus, fetch higher
prices. Renneboog and Spaenjers (2013), for instance, find that a signa-
ture raises prices of paintings by 31 percent, all else equal. Kraeussl and
Logher (2010) and Ekelund et. al. (2000), on the other hand, find that
presence of the signature did not affect prices in their samples.
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2.3.2 Determinants related to the artist

One of the most important price determinants is the reputation of the
artist. Since artworks by well reputed artists are in higher demand, their
prices are above those by the less known artists (Higgs and Worthington
2005; Renneboog and Van Houtte, 2002; Flores, Ginsburgh and Jeanfils,
1999; Agnello and Pierce, 1996; de la Barre, Docclo and Ginsburgh, 1994).
There is no established way of measuring levels of artistic reputation in
the art economics literature. Instead, the artist names are used in the
hedonic regressions to proxy for the effect of relative artistic distinction.
Artistic schools and subject matters are inadvertently proxied by the artist
name as well (Taylor and Coleman, 2011).
Besides the relative reputation, nationality of the artist has also been

found to impact prices of art (Collins, Scorcu and Zanola, 2009; de la
Barre et al., 1994). For instance, Locatelli-Biey and Zanola (2002) find
that works of Italian artists fetch higher prices at art auctions compared
to artists of other nationalities.
Another artist related art price determinant is the life status of the

artist at the time of sale. The interaction between demand and supply
for a certain artist’s work are at play when we consider this factor. The
supply of a deceased artist’s artwork is limited as no more works can
be produced. This leads to higher prices with an increase in demand.
This is sometimes referred to as the death effect (Maddison and Pedersen,
2008; Matheson and Baade, 2004). Previous studies that have found a
significant death effect in art auction prices include Agnello (2002), who
studies American painters, Nahm (2010) in the context of Korean art
markets, Maddison and Pedersen (2008) for Danish artists, Worthington
and Higgs (2006) and Taylor and Coleman (2011) for Australian artists.
Matheson and Baade (2004) and Ekelund, Ressler and Watson (2000)
argue and demonstrate that the death effect is not constant, but that it
rather diminishes a certain period after the death of the artist as the
nostalgia for the artist wears off.

2.3.3 Time and place of sale

Due to the seasonality of art sales at auctions, there is an effect on prices
that is related to the time of sale (Agnello and Pierce, 1996). This seasonal
variation in prices is usually analyzed by looking at the impact of the sale
month on prices. The busiest auction months are May, June, November
and December. So, it is not surprising that during the months of May
and June, for instance, there is a substantial price premium over the sales
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during other months of the year (Taylor and Coleman, 2011). A sample
of American paintings in Agnello (2002) had lowest prices during the
February month and highest prices during December. Renneboog and
Spaenjers (2013), similarly, note that sales during December have highest
prices. In addition, to control for taste changes over time, a trend variable
is also considered in the hedonic pricing context.
Aside from the time of sale, the place of the sale has been shown to

impact prices as well. Price premiums are usually found for artwork sold
at more prestigious auction houses, as those typically attract objects of art
deemed to be of a better quality (Taylor and Coleman, 2011; Worthington
and Higgs, 2006). The two global leading art auction houses, Sotheby’s
and Christie’s, fetch prices higher relative to other auction houses (Ren-
neboog and Spaenjers, 2013; Kraeussl and Logher, 2010; Higgs and Wor-
thington, 2005; Hodgson and Vorkink, 2004; Agnello, 2002; Agnello and
Pierce, 1996). In some cases the prices differ not only between auction
houses, but also from city to city for the same auction house (Renneboog
and Spaenjers, 2013; Locatelli-Biey and Zanola, 2002).

Home bias in art prices

There is a well-documented phenomenon in equity markets that investors
have a tendency to invest a large portion of their capital into stocks of
domestic companies. This is often referred to as the home bias puzzle.
Obstfeld and Rogoff (2001) mention the equity home bias as one of the
six major puzzles in macroeconomics. French and Poterba (1991) and
Tesar and Werner (1995) are among the earlier studies that document a
home bias among portfolios of several of the countries with the largest
stock markets. Institutional factors and limited capital mobility were one
of the suggested causes initially. With less capital controls combined
with equity markets more open to foreign investors, the home bias has
in fact decreased (Sörensen, Wu, Yosha and Zhu, 2007), but it is still
prevalent (Karolyi and Stulz, 2003; Kho, Stulz and Warnock, 2009). The
equity home bias is evident not only in developed economies, but also in
emerging markets in Asia (Mercado, 2013). Moreover, the equity home
bias puzzle is present not only on a country level, but also more locally
within the same country (Coval and Moskowitz, 1999).
Aside from the capital immobility, the other class of explanations has

to do with asymmetric information and investor behavior. The costs of ac-
quiring information about the foreign equity market are relatively higher,
which might lead to the overweighting of the investment portfolio with
domestic equity. When the cost of acquiring information is lower, the
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foreign equity has a higher chance of being included in an investment
portfolio. Kang and Stulz (1997), for instance, find that the foreign own-
ership of Japanese equity is mainly concentrated around large firms that
are internationally known. Even among smaller firms, the ones that are
relatively more known abroad have a larger foreign ownership. Using
several experiments, Heath and Tversky (1991) demonstrate that people
prefer bets where they perceive their knowledge to be better compared to
areas where their competence is perceived relatively weaker, even if the
judged probability of the two gambles is the same. By the same token,
Huberman (2001) shows that investors prefer to invest in domestic equity,
simply because they are more familiar with domestic firms.
Consumer ethnocentrism (Shimp and Sharma, 1987), a close concept to

familiarity, offers yet another explanation for the equity home bias puzzle.
Morse and Shive (2011), for example, find that investors in countries
that are more patriotic invest more in domestic equities. Morse and Shive
(2011) show that for every one standard deviation drop in their patriotism
scale, foreign equity holdings increase 3 to 5 percent on average. They
distinguish between familiarity and patriotism, and find that both have an
impact of the equity home bias.
In the context of art markets, it is reasonable to expect a home bias to be

present as it is far less integrated globally compared to equity markets, has
more institutional restrictions and high transportation costs. Moreover,
the behavioral aspects, such as, patriotism and familiarity, can be relat-
ively more pronounced. This is because we are dealing with objects of
art, bound by not only financial return considerations, but also by non-
pecuniary returns, subjective affection and taste preferences (Frey and
Eichenberger, 1995).
An analysis of the potential home bias in the context of art markets is

attempted in a working paper by Steiner, Frey and Resch (2013). They
find that in their sample of private art collections, the collectors favor art
from their own country. Although, the authors admit the limitations of
the data used in their study. Availability of data on art portfolio holdings
is in fact a major hinder for the art portfolio home bias analysis. However,
a far better alternative, with richer and more widely available data, could
be the analysis of the home bias through its effect on art prices.
Schulze (1999) explores the possibility of applying international trade

theory to trade in arts. Within his discussion he touches upon the jus-
tification for the prevalence of a home bias in the art consumption. He
maintains that there is a cultural discount on unfamiliar, foreign art. Mar-
ginal utility of art consumption is increasing, as the consumption capital
for certain art is built up over time. In case of foreign art, the individual
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consumption capital is low, the demand for it is, similarly low. So, the
prices of a certain artist’s work are lower abroad due to low demand,
compared to in the artist’s home country, where the consumption capital
for the artist is relatively higher. Schulze’s (1999) argumentation is in line
with the familiarity explanation of the home bias effect.

2.3.4 The role of auction house art experts
The art experts at auction houses who evaluate artwork and give price
estimate ranges can be compared to stock price analysts. Their price
estimates can be seen as price forecasts. More often than not, pre-sale
estimates provided by the auction house art experts serve as an anchor
for actual realized prices during the auctions (Beggs and Graddy, 2009).
Since the early 1970’s almost every art auction house provides an

expert appraisal of each item that is put up for auction. Art auction
houses typically have a team of art experts specialized in various types,
movements and styles of art. These art experts make their appraisals
based on their expertise and experience. They are aware of the past and
current trends and monitor the art market closely. The appraisals are
commonly referred to as pre-sale price estimates and usually take form of
an estimate bracket. Each artwork receives a low estimate, as well as, a
high estimate and the market value is estimated to lie between these two
numbers. According to the general auction theory, the auctioneers are
better off providing honest and truthful estimates (Milgrom and Weber,
1982).
There is a growing literature investigating the importance and role, in

one form or another, of the auction house art experts and the pre-sale
price estimates that they provide. The vast majority of the extant empir-
ical studies focus on the forecasting accuracy of the price estimates that
the auction house art experts give. Ashenfelter (1989) and Louargand
and McDaniel (1991) are some of the first studies to look at the correla-
tion between the auction house art experts’ estimates and realized prices.
Both of the studies, using different, but small, datasets, conclude that the
price estimates are very close to being unbiased, as they are highly cor-
related to realized prices. More recent studies that have confirmed the
above findings using larger datasets and better methods include Sproule
and Valsan (2006) and McAndrew, Smith and Thompson (2012). Con-
trary to these studies, there are several papers arriving at the opposite
conclusion. Beggs and Graddy (1997), for instance, find the pre-sale es-
timates are biased upwards for Contemporary art, while for Modern and
Impressionist art they were biased downwards. Bauwens and Ginsburgh
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(2000) find similar mixed bias in price estimates across different auction
houses. Ekelund, Ressler and Watson (1998), on the other hand, find only
an upward bias in the auction house art expert estimates using a data-
set of Latin-American art. Likewise, Mei and Moses (2005) show that
there is a consistent upward bias in price estimates for expensive pieces
of American art. Nevertheless, it is important to control for the impact of
the auction house art expert’s appraisal of the artworks value.
Most of the studies, such as the ones above, focus mainly on either the

average of the high and low estimates or just one of them at a time. An
exception is Mei and Moses (2005), where the estimate spread is included
as well. Their finding is that art returns increase with the relative spread.
Unfortunately, this finding is left without an explanation or justification.
The two sub-sections below address potential theoretical underpinnings
for the role of the auction house art experts and their low and high
estimates, and especially the importance of the relative spread or range.

The general auction theory and the role of auction house art experts

Some of the implications of the general auction theory in Milgrom and
Weber (1982) have already been discussed in section 2.2 above. However,
when it comes to the relative spread between the high and low price estim-
ates and its impact on art auction prices, the most relevant predictions of
Milgrom and Weber’s (1982) model are the ones generalized in Theorem
21 (p. 1116). First, “. . . revealing public information raises expected price”,
and second, “. . . among all possible information reporting policies for the seller
in . . .English auctions, full reporting leads to the highest expected price. . . ”.
Milgrom and Weber (1982) attribute the usual reporting of expert estim-
ates at auctions to the abovementioned theorem. However, when it comes
down to expert estimates, auction house art experts provide an estimate
range, and not just a point estimate. Since, full public reporting of in-
formation reduces uncertainty and, thus, raises the expected price, we can
derive that a wider estimate range decreases the expected auction price.
This result is due to the partial resolution of uncertainty. The general
auction model implies that reporting expert appraisals decreases uncer-
tainty. However, because of the fact that the appraisals are not reported
in form of a point estimate, but rather in form of a range of estimates, un-
certainty is only partially resolved. Milgrom and Weber (1982) maintain
that partial resolution of uncertainty will reduce bidders’ willingness to
pay when the unresolved uncertainty is substantial. So, we have that with
a narrower estimate range the level of partial uncertainty is decreased,
and the expected price rises.
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Auction house art experts and the divergence of investor opinion

An alternative view on uncertainty, and its impact on equity prices, is
developed in Miller (1977). Miller’s (1977) model belongs to the early
disagreement based models, which have recently been used to incorporate
the empirical anomalies in the behavioral finance/economics literature (see,
for instance, Hong and Stein, 2007). The reasoning in the disagreement
model of Miller (1977) can be transferred into the context of art markets
in order to analyze the role that the art experts’ price estimate range plays
in pricing of artwork.
Miller (1977) refers to the notion of divergence of opinion, which in

later studies came to be known as differences of opinion (Harris and Raviv,
1993), heterogeneous prior beliefs or disagreement. All these terms, of
course, refer to the same idea and are used interchangeably.
Miller’s (1977) elegant analysis shows that higher divergence of opin-

ions about the value of a stock, or return from owning it, leads to higher
prices for that stock. The average market valuation need not change. Two
stocks with identical average valuations but with differing divergence of
opinions will have different prices. An essential part in this mechanism is
the existence of binding short-sales constraints. Miller’s (1977) reasoning
is that with restrictions to short selling, the market prices will be set by a
small group of investors with optimistic value estimates, rather than by the
typical investor’s estimates. This is because the investors with pessimistic
valuations will sit out of the market as they cannot short sell, so there is
no downward pressure on prices. Moreover, the pessimistic equity own-
ers will take the chance and sell their shares to the optimistic investors for
high prices. When the stock value expectations are more homogeneous,
that is, divergence of opinion is smaller, the upward bias diminishes and
market prices start reflecting valuations of the typical investor.
In equity markets, the disagreement literature has previously looked at

divergence of opinions as proxied by volume of trade (Harris and Raviv,
1993; Hong and Stein, 2003), breadth of ownership (Chen, Hong and
Stein, 2002) and analyst forecast dispersion (Diether, Malloy and Scher-
bina, 2002; Park, 2005; Barron, Stanford and Yu, 2009; Yu, 2011). Like
me, the studies above are inspired by Miller’s (1977) model and its implic-
ation that larger disagreement among investors is associated with higher
asset prices. The most relevant to my thesis are the studies on dispersion
of analyst forecasts and its impact on asset prices and returns. Diether et.
al. (2002) look at cross sectional dispersion of analysts’ earnings forecasts
for individual stocks sorted into different portfolios and find that higher
dispersion leads to higher prices and lower subsequent returns. Park
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(2005) comes to a similar conclusion by analyzing dispersion of analyst
forecasts for the aggregate stock market index, such as, the S&P500. Yu
(2011) complement Park’s (2005) finding by examining the aggregate
stock market through individual stocks grouped in market portfolios.
A parallel can be drawn from the equity markets to the art markets in

regards to the expert appraisals. Financial analysts provide their earnings
forecasts for equity markets, and, similarly, the art experts at auction
houses provide their forecasts in form of value estimates. The dispersion
of analyst forecasts, measured by the ratio of their standard deviation
to the mean, serves as a proxy for differences of opinion among equity
investors (Diether et. al., 2002; Park, 2005; Barron et. al., 2009; Yu,
2011). Whereas the differences of opinion among art investors is reflected
in the high - low price estimate range given by the auction house art
experts. The very purpose of giving the price estimates is to give a forecast
of the potential market price of a certain artwork. Thus, by the nature
of their specialty and with the help of their experience and expertise, the
auction house art experts are reflecting the prevailing art investor opinion
in the market with their price estimate ranges. The wider the gap between
the low and high price estimates, the bigger the divergence of art investor
opinions about a certain artwork, artist or art movement. A narrower
relative price estimate range, on the other hand, indicates smaller levels
of disagreement among art investors.
For the prediction of Miller’s model to work, there needs to be binding

short-sales constraints. Since the practice of short selling art is unheard of,
the above condition holds in the art markets de facto. Even if legally not
prohibited, a short sale in art markets would in practice be very hard. So,
paired with limited short selling, a wider relative price estimate range will
lead to higher prices under Miller’s divergence of opinions model. While
with homogenous beliefs and valuations, reflected in narrower relative
price estimate ranges of the auction house art experts’, the realized prices
are comparatively lower and reflect the average valuation.

2.4 Market efficiency and art markets

The Efficient Markets Hypothesis, developed in the 1960’s by Paul Samuel-
son (1965) and Eugene Fama (1965a, 1965b and 1970), states that all
available information in the market is fully reflected in asset prices. The
emphasis here is on the word information, since there are other types of
market efficiency, namely, the allocational or Pareto efficiency, operational
efficiency, productive efficiency and so on. Hence, when I speak of market
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efficiency, I am referring to informational market efficiency.
Fama (1970) has coined the terms weak form, semi-strong form and

strong form efficiency, refining the theory. In an efficient market, prices of
financial assets should follow a random walk process (Samuelson, 1965)
fluctuating only as a results of new and unanticipated information. This
is the random walk model definition of efficient markets and it was de-
rived from the martingale model according to which expected asset price
tomorrow is equal to today’s price. LeRoy (1973) and Lucas (1978) how-
ever, show that the martingale property is not necessary for asset prices
that are rationally determined, nor are they sufficient. The Random Walk
model itself takes three forms that differ in distributional assumptions of
the increments, or innovations (i.e. unanticipated news) (Campbell, Lo
and MacKinlay, 1997). Several studies have observed various anomalies
that contradict the efficient markets hypothesis. The presence of these an-
omalies implies that asset returns are to some extent possible to predict.
The most well-known of these anomalies are value effect (De Bondt and
Thaler, 1985; Fama and French, 1992; Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny,
1994), momentum effect (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993) and size effect
(Banz, 1981). Almost half a century has passed and there still is no clear
consensus on the efficiency of stock markets. Yen and Lee (2008) survey
the empirical findings in regards to the Efficiency of stock markets and
summarize that the EMH saw its heyday in 1960’s with virtually all evid-
ence in support of it, relying on Fama’s (1970) survey of the same decade.
Yen and Lee (2008) then reviewing the 1970’s and 1980’s conclude that
during these two decade the empirical evidence was mixed. The 1990’s
saw mounting evidence against the EMH with researchers in the behavi-
oral finance group showing abundant anomalous evidence (Yen and Lee,
2008). Lo (2004, 2005) offers a resolution, a compromise that incorpor-
ates both the opponents and the advocates of the EMH in one alternative
paradigm, namely, the Adaptive Markets Hypothesis. The two opposing
groups co-exist under this hypothesis, since, according to it, the notion of
market efficiency is not an absolute for all times and places. Campbell,
Lo and MacKinlay (1997) also suggest that relative market efficiency is
a more useful, understandable concept compared to absolute market effi-
ciency and propagate measuring the market efficiency rather than testing
it.
Lo (2004, 2005), borrowing from biological, evolutionary principals,

argues that market efficiency can vary across time, as well as, across dif-
ferent geographic locations. Even though the bulk weak-form Efficient
Markets Hypothesis tests are performed with an assumption that efficiency
is static (Lim and Brooks, 2011), there is now a rising body of empirical
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research that adopt the idea of evolving market efficiency and conduct
tests in the context of the Adaptive Market Efficiency. Lim and Brooks
(2011) survey the empirical research on market efficiency and notice a
shift towards the Adaptive Market Hypothesis related research.
Even though the Efficient Markets Hypothesis was originally intended

for financial markets, such as, equity and foreign exchange, the notion has
later been transferred to other markets as well. Case and Shiller (1989),
for example, perform tests of efficiency in the US real estate markets.
Maier and Herath (2009) present a fairly extensive review of the empirical
evidence pertaining to the efficiency of real estate markets. Their survey
of real estate literature shows that even in real estate markets the market
efficiency remains controversial dividing the researchers into two opposite
camps. Even the efficiency of the US horse race betting market has been
tested (Snyder, 1978). There have also been several tests of the efficiency
of the art markets. Erdos and Ormos (2010), for instance, find that
the US art auction market is weak form efficient. However, one has to
exercise caution before blindly transferring the idea of efficient markets
into markets such as the art market. The art market is still developing
when it comes to organizational and informational transparency aspects.
It is more appropriate to ask whether it is becoming more efficient and
measure its relative efficiency, instead of just asking whether it is efficient.
In this regard, the concept of Adaptive Market Hypothesis is more fitting
in the art market related research scene.
Moreover, one key characteristic of the art market is that artworks are

generally not homogeneous, unlike, for instance, the stock market. It is
rather difficult to apply the EMH for a market with heterogeneous goods.
However, the hedonic pricing method controls for heterogeneity in the
art market. In a hedonic pricing context, the resulting price index, thus,
represents the prices of homogenized artwork stripped of the differences in
its quality and aesthetic characteristics. In addition, under hedonic theory,
the art market can be viewed as not a collection of artworks per se, but of
various aesthetic characteristics; and the assets that are being bought and
sold are precisely those characteristics. Subsequently, the goods sold in
the market can now be viewed as more homogeneous compared to when
one views artwork as just artwork instead of as a collection of attributes
or characteristics.

2.4.1 Art markets and the law of one price
If the markets are efficient, the law of one price should hold. Meaning
that prices of identical sculptures would not differ significantly from place
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to place. Locatelli-Biey and Zanola (2002) find that during the period
of 1987 – 1995 sculptures sold at Sotheby’s auction houses in New York
and London fetched higher prices than at Christie’s in both cities. Agnello
and Pierce (1996) find that New York auction houses, compared to auction
houses at other locations around the world, had about 40 percent higher
prices of paintings by a sample of 66 American painters during 1971 –
1992. Nahm (2010), on the other hand, finds no violation of the law of
one price in the Korean paintings market. Prices of paintings by modern
and contemporary Korean painters do not differ significantly between the
two Korean art auction houses during the years 1998 – 2008 (Nahm
2010).
Testing the law of one price in the art market is not always expli-

citly possible. It would require identical assets; however, unlike shares or
bonds, artwork is very heterogeneous. Pesando and Shum (2007b) exam-
ine the auction market for modern prints - a segment of the art market
with a much more number of identical pieces. They find that the violation
of the law of one price discovered first by Pesando (1993) during 1977 –
1992 is no longer present in the period 1993 – 2004. Pesando and Shum
(2007b) credit the market forces for the disappearing of the violation of
the law of one price in the later years.

2.4.2 Underperformance of masterpieces
Just like in the traditional financial markets, there are some anomalies in
the art markets, as well, that conflict with the efficient markets hypothesis.
One rumored anomaly in the art market is that Masterpieces, meaning
expensive and top-level works of art, outperform the mid- and lower-
level art. Mei and Moses (2002) investigate this market inefficiency in
the international paintings markets and found that masterpiece paintings
actually underperformed the rest of the paintings market. Mei and Moses
(2002) use the repeat sales method with 4896 price pairs from 1875 to
2000. They show that for every 10 percent increase in the purchase price
annual returns decreased by 0,1 percent. Ashenfelter and Graddy (2003)
find some unclear evidence for the underperformance of masterpieces.
They find that contemporary masterpiece paintings (top 20 percent by
price) underperform the rest (bottom 80 percent) of the contemporary
paintings market by about 5 percent per year over the period 1980-1990.
However, there is no sign of masterpiece underperformance in their im-
pressionist paintings sample.
Another study conducted by de la Barre, Docclo and Ginsburgh (1996)

found contradictory evidence to Mei and Moses (2002). They construct
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two separate indexes for paintings by European painters sold at interna-
tional auctions during a period of 1962 to 1991. One of the indexes is for
well-known and/or frequently sold European painters. The second index
is for the rest of the randomly chosen European painters. De la Barre et
al. (1996) found that prices for “Great Masters” (referring to well-known
and/or frequently traded painters) increase at a faster rate than the prices
for other painters. Between 1962 and 1979 the difference in index devel-
opments is over 12 percent in favor of “Great Masters”. The period after
1980 the authors note that both indexes move together and between 1980
and 1991 the masterpieces perform “only” 5 percent better than the rest
of the European painters.
Pesando and Shum (2008) examine the auction market for modern

prints and find that only the top 5 percent of prints ranked by price
outperform the rest of the prints portfolio. Over the period from 1983
to 2004, they show that very expensive prints (top 5 percent) had a real
return of 3,75 percent, whereas the overall real return for prints was 2,1
percent. Pesando and Shum (2008) found that only very highly priced
prints outperform the rest of the market; however, the top 10 percent and
20 percent of prints underperformed during 1983 – 2004 period.

2.5 Diversification potential of art
For art investors, the ability to diversify their financial portfolio is crucial.
Viewing art as a potential alternative investment, thus, would require as-
sessing its diversification potential. Art is often suggested as a long-term
investment due factors, such as high transaction costs and relative illiquid-
ity (Mei and Moses, 2002; Pesando and Shum, 2007a). Consequently, the
long-run diversification potential is of particular importance. To analyze
the long-run diversification potential of art investments, the concept of
co-movement is precisely relevant. Modern portfolio theory suggests low
correlated investments to maximize the gains from diversification. How-
ever, using correlations to assess long-term diversification effects will be
error prone in the presence of long-run co-movements (DeFusco, Geppert
and Tsetsekos, 1996), since it is a short-term diversification measure.
Long-run dynamic inter-dependencies and linkages among interna-

tional equity markets have previously been examined for portfolio di-
versification (see, for instance, D’Ecclesia, and Costantini, 2006; Yang,
Kolari and Min, 2003; Gilmore and McManus, 2002; Sharma and Wong-
bangpo, 2002; DeFusco, Geppert and Tsetsekos, 1996). The possibility
of co-movement between some segments of the art market and equity
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markets has been studied to a certain extent, which is the subject of the
sub-sections below.
Several research papers have found a link between stock and painting

markets explained by the so-called “wealth effect”. Goetzmann (1993) is
the first to suggest that a boom in stock markets is followed by a boom in
art markets. He constructs a price index using 2809 paintings sold over
the period 1715-1986 with the help of a repeat-sales regression method.
Goetzmann (1993) finds a high correlation between painting prices and
the index of stocks traded on London Stock Exchange during the studied
period. He concludes that movements in the demand for art follow price
development in stock markets. Goetzmann’s (1993) interpretation is that,
once the art collector’s wealth increases because of a general stock market
price increase, the demand for paintings rises accordingly. The logic is that
rising wealth due to healthy performance of equity investments spills over
into art markets, subsequently driving art prices due to increased demand.
This is the wealth effect explanation of why paintings prices follow stock
market trends. Hence, there is not much potential for diversification.
Mei and Moses (2002) also come to a conclusion consistent to that of
Goetzmann (1993). They find that the art index they constructed moves
in the same direction as the S&P 500 index. Mei and Moses (2002)
use a one-factor asset pricing model using S&P 500 as the market proxy,
US T-Bill rate as the risk-free rate and estimate the art β to be 0,718. A
downside of their analysis is that they assume β is constant over the entire
period, from 1875 to 2000.
There are a few studies that explore the long-run dynamic relationship

between various art markets and traditional investment or economic in-
dicators, as well as within different segments of the art market. Hodgson
and Seckin (2012) and Atukeren and Seckin (2009) are examples of stud-
ies analyzing co-movements by comparing country specific art markets
with international art markets and stock markets. Hodgson and Seckin
(2012) find that prices of paintings in Canadian art auction markets and
international art market prices do not move together in the long-run. On
the other hand, Atukeren and Seckin (2009) find co-movement in the
Turkish painting auction market prices and the international art market
prices. Ginsburgh and Jeanfils (1995) compare market prices for several
groups of painters (grouped by type of art movement) and find that they
exhibit long-run co-movements.
There is yet no consensus on whether the stock markets and the art

markets move together in the short- or long- run. The analysis in Gins-
burgh and Jeanfils (1995), Flores et. al., (1999) and Hodgson and Seckin
(2012) leads them to conclude there is potential for long term portfolio
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diversification, as there are no price comovements in the two markets. On
the other hand, Chanel (1995) and Worthington and Higgs (2003) find
that a long- and short-run relationship between the equity market and
painting markets exists, although they do not rule out the diversification
potential.
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3 Data Description and Methods of Ana-
lysis

This section presents the sample data used in the thesis along with the
methods of analysis. The same underlying data was used in one form or
another in all studies, while the statistical methods varied from paper to
paper. I start with the description of data followed by the methods of
analysis.

3.1 Description of data and data collecting pro-
cess

Throughout this thesis, I use data from art auction sales for a sample of
181 international sculptors. Table A.1 in the Appendix presents the full
list of artists in the sample along with the mean price, in nominal US
dollars, and the total number of sales in the sample for each artist over
the period 1985 to 2013 inclusive.
The art auction sales sample consists of not only famous sculptors but

also of artists with a relatively lesser renown to avoid a bias towards
overly expensive sculptures in my sample. The main criterion, however,
for inclusion of a certain artist in the sample is the availability of her
art work, since, from the point of view of an art investor, liquidity is
important and it is best that the results are based on works of sculptors
that are actually traded frequently on the market.
An initial list of over 600 artists was manually collected by consult-

ing an online art reference database called Benezit Dictionary of Artists.
This art reference database was accessed via Oxford Art Online. Ox-
ford Art Online gives access to a wide array of art related resources
online, of which Benezit Dictionary of Artists is one. The initial list with
600 names included sculptors that were active from 1800 and onwards.
The time period chosen corresponds to the Modern, Impressionist/Post-
Impressionist and Post-war and Contemporary art movements, which to-
gether account for 81 percent of all fine art sales measured by volume and
88 percent of sales measured by value (TEFAF, 2015). Out of these 600
names only 181 ended up being included in the final sample. The inclu-
sion criterion was having a record of least 100 auction sales during the
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sample period 1985 – 2013 in the auction price database of ArtNet.com.
The auction sales data for the final sample of artists is obtained from

ArtNet AG, a company that provides services to fine art professionals.
The ArtNet’s price database gives access to over 1600 international auc-
tion sales records. Since the database dates back to 1985, the time sample
is restricted to sculptures sold from 1985 to 2013. The raw data was
manually collected from ArtNet’s auction price database through their
homepage - www.artnet.com. Afterwards, the data was structured and
organized into a usable form in Microsoft Excel. The following informa-
tion for each sculpture is included in the dataset:

• Sale price

• Sale Day, Month and Year;

• Art auction house where the sale took place;

• City where the sale took place, derived from auction house name;

• Name of the artist;

• Home country of the artist, derived from artist’s name;

• Artist’s life status at the time of sale - deceased or alive;

• Medium (bronze, plaster, wood, mixed media and etcetera);

• Sculpture’s size dimensions;

• Uniqueness of the sculpture (one of a series of sculptures or unique),
substantial amount of missing observations here;

• Presence of artist’s signature, stamp or inscription;

• Pre-sale low and high price estimates.

The final sample contains 65473 sales records of sculptures by 181
artists from 28 different countries. The sales took place in 788 differ-
ent auction houses in 44 different countries around the world, although,
about 95 percent of sales occurred in Europe and North America. Some
additional descriptives are presented in Table 3.1. As we can see, bronze
is the most popular sculpture material, corresponding to about 80 per-
cent of the sculptures in the sample. Moreover, about 38 percent of the
sales occurred at the two main locations, London and New York, of the
two largest art auction firms - Christie’s and Sotheby’s. Christie’s and
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Table 3.1: Data descriptives

Panel A: categorical variables, number of observations

Artist Name Auction house
See Table A.1 in the Appendix Sotheby’s New York 8 233

Sotheby’s London 5 871
Artist’s life status Christie’s New York 7 184
Deceased 52 140 Christie’s London 3 770
Alive 13 333 French auction houses 12 685

Other auctions 27 730

Artist’s Signature/Inscription Sculpture Medium
Signed/Inscribed/Stamped 16 661 Bronze 39 020
Not Signed/Inscribed/Stamped 48 812 Ceramic 3 358

Steel & Iron 3 001
Auction Sale Season Other Metals 5 094
Winter (Jan, Feb, Mar) 9 241 Wood 1 876
Spring (Apr, May, June) 24 659 Mixed Media 5 141
Summer (July, Aug, Sep) 4 531 Terracotta 1 543
Autumn (Oct, Nov, Dec) 27 042 Resin & other Polymers 1 686
Sale location Plaster 1 316
Sold at Artist’s home country 26 655 Marble & Stone 1 416
Sold abroad 38 818 Other Media 2 022

Panel B: 25th 75th
continuous variables percentile Median percentile Mean Std. Dev.

Price (nominal USD) 3 520 11 250 43 454 104 674 816 291
Upper price estimate 3 758 11 522 40 000 94 015 630 373
Lower price estimate 2 693 8 000 30 000 65 250 428 794
Size (cm.) 25 40 65 55,8 55,5

Sotheby’s account for almost 49 percent of observations, when we include
their auction houses in other locations.
Most of the auction sales typically take place during the spring or

autumn seasons, which is reflected in the sample - almost 80 percent of
sales occurred during Spring and Autumn sale seasons. When it comes
to the artists, around 79 percent of them were deceased at the time of
the auction sale. The artist with the highest average sculpture price is
Alberto Giacometti, with a mean price of 1,46 million nominal USD, closely
followed by Henri Matisse, 1,34 million nominal USD. Kai Nielsen is the
artist with the lowest mean sculpture price in the sample, 1,6 thousand
nominal USD.
The average size of a sculpture in the sample is around 56 centimeters.

However, some of the sculptures are very small and several are very large
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one - 5 percent of the sculptures are less than 12 centimeters in size and
another 5 percent are larger than 1,66 meters. The smallest sculpture is
1 centimeter, while the largest is around 17 meters. The same extreme
range is present in realized prices as well, with the cheapest sculpture
costing around 100 USD and the most expensive one over 100 million
USD. The mean price is over 100 thousand USD, while the median is
about 11 thousand USD.

3.2 Methodological considerations
In order to answer the question whether sculpture could be considered
a viable alternative investment, the assessment of the market quality and
diversification potential is to be undertaken. To assess the sculpture mar-
ket quality in this thesis, as discussed in chapter 1, I further break it
down to investigation of the pricing mechanism and the market efficiency
of the sculpture markets. The methods of analysis, consequently have to
be chosen so that I can best address the specific objectives, which are:
a) to analyze the potential home bias in prices, b) examine the role of
auction house art experts in pricing, c) examine other price determinants
of sculpture, d) study the weak-form sculpture market efficiency and the
effect auction house art experts’ estimate accuracy on market efficiency,
and e) study potential co-movements of the sculpture prices with prices
of traditional investment, and economic indicators.
To be able to complete the aforementioned objectives, quantitative

methods of analysis were chosen. The choice of quantitative methods
of analysis over qualitative ones was made based on the review of prior
relevant literature, as well as a deliberate consideration of each objective.
There is an abundance of quantitative analytical approaches to specific-
ally address objectives corresponding to the ones in this thesis. Studying,
for instance, the market efficiency or the long-run diversification poten-
tial of sculpture markets would not be possible to the same extent using
qualitative methods.

3.3 Methods of analysis
Of central importance in addressing the research objectives and the gen-
eral research purpose in this thesis is the, so-called, hedonic regression
method. The hedonic regression method is present in all four of the stud-
ies in this dissertation. In two of the articles, namely Paper I and Paper
II, it is used as the main quantitative analytical method. In the remaining
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Table 3.2: Statistical methods used in each respective study.

Study Methods used
Paper I: Uncertainty, Disagree-
ment and Expert Price Estim-
ates in Art Markets.

- OLS and Quantile Hedonic Regres-
sions.

Paper II: Art Auction Prices:
Home bias, Familiarity and
Patriotism.

- OLS and Quantile Hedonic Regres-
sions.

Paper III: Sculpture Market Ef-
ficiency and the Impact of Auc-
tion House Art Experts.

- OLS and Quantile Hedonic Regres-
sions;
- Weak form efficiency test: using a
rolling window automatic Variance Ra-
tio test;
- Granger-causality: using a VAR ap-
proach.

Paper IV: Sculpture as an Al-
ternative Investment: an ana-
lysis of price dynamics between
sculpture and equity and bond
markets.

- OLS and Quantile Hedonic Regres-
sions;
- Granger-causality: using a VECM
and VAR approach;
- Cointegration: using an ARDL ap-
proach.

two Papers it is involved in the first stage of the analytical process as
a prerequisite for main empirical tests. Namely, the hedonic regression
method is used to construct price indices that proxy general price move-
ments in the sculpture market. These price indices are, then, utilized in
further empirical analyses in Papers III and IV, to study the sculpture
market efficiency and co-movements.
I will describe the hedonic regression technique, and the price index

construction in connection to it, first below, as it is an underlying method
for all of the studies in this thesis. Afterwards, the other methods of
analysis, weak-form market efficiency tests, as well as co-integration and
Granger causality tests, are presented. The specific methods used in each
respective paper enclosed in this thesis can be viewed in Table 3.2.

3.3.1 Hedonic regression
The hedonic regression method is typically used to derive price indices for
heterogeneous goods, such as, real estate, or in my case, art works. The
method allows for quality adjusted price indices, meaning that it tries to
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homogenize by accounting for qualitative characteristic differences. Court
(1939) is accounted for the first use of the hedonic regression method.
However, the modern form of the hedonic method originates from Gri-
liches (1961). The underlying theoretical hedonic model is first put for-
ward in Lancaster (1966) and Rosen (1974).
Formally, the hedonic regression is specified as shown below:

pkt = α0 +
n∑
i=1

βixikt +
T∑
t=0

γtτt + εkt (3.1)

where, pkt is the natural logarithm of the price of a sculpture k sold at
time t; xikt is a set of “utility-bearing” (Rosen, 1974, p. 34) sculpture
price predictors; τt is a time dummy variable that is equal to 1 if the
sale occurred in year t and zero otherwise; εkt is the random error term;
α0, βi, γt are the coefficients to be estimated. βi is taken as the implicit
price of a characteristic i. Since art auction prices are strongly skewed
due to the presence of a few very expensive art works, the regression
is log-transformed (Higgs and Worthington, 2005; Agnello, 2002). The
parameters in the regression are estimated using the ordinary least squares
(OLS) estimator.
The regression coefficients, βi of the (log-transformed) continuous vari-

ables can be viewed as price elasticities. So, the percentage change in
sculpture prices due to 10 percent change in the continuous variables is
calculated by

1.1βi − 1 (3.2)

whereas, the percentage change in sculpture prices due to change in
dummy variables is calculated by

eβi − 1 (3.3)

as shown in Halvorsen and Palmquist (1980)1. For each dummy variable
group, one of the dummy variables categories is excluded from the re-
gression to avoid multicollinearity. This omitted category is later used as
a reference or a benchmark against which the rest of the categories in that
variable group are compared. Thus, coefficients of dummy variables in
the regression represent an increase in the intercept relative to an increase
in the intercept caused by the reference category.

1In order to get unbiased and correct interpretations we must add half of the squared
standard error to the regression coefficients before exponentiating them: e(βi+

1
2 σ
2)
− 1. How-

ever, since the standard errors are very small, the end result is essentially the same.
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3.3.2 Quantile hedonic regression

Aside from the OLS hedonic regression specified above, I employ quantile
regressions. The OLS regression gives parameters that estimate the con-
ditional mean of the dependent variable. The quantile regression allows
for approximation of the conditional median or any other quantile of the
dependent variable. This feature is very useful in data such as fine art
prices, since the price range is quite wide. From Table 3.1 we can see that
the there is a large difference between the mean and the median sculp-
ture price. Using an OLS estimator would put all the cheaper low-end
sculptures together with far more expensive high-end sculptures giving
the same implicit characteristic prices for both of the extremes. One solu-
tion is to split the data into two subsamples for different price ranges
as in Locatelli-Biey and Zanola (2002). A better solution that still uses
the whole sample without losing any observations is to estimate quantile
regressions for the lower quantile and the upper quantile, say 10th and
90th, of sculpture prices. Scorcu and Zanola (2011) show that there are,
in fact, significant differences in how various price determinants impact
art prices.

The formal equation for the quantile regressions is as specified below:

pkt = α
(q)
0 +

n∑
i=1

β(q)i xikt +
T∑
t=0

γ(q)t τt + ε
(q)
kt (3.4)

where the q in the superscript specifies the proportion of the population
with scores below quantile q. Unlike the linear regression, which only es-
timates parameters for the conditional mean of the dependent variable, the
quantile regression allows for estimations of parameters for any quantile
of the dependent variable. Thus, β0.1i would be a coefficient estimate of
independent variable i for the 10th quantile of the dependent variable.

The quantile regression model has a very useful monotone equivari-
ance property, unlike a linear regression model (Hao and Naiman, 2007).
The feature is useful when the dependent variable undergoes any mono-
tone transformation, such as, a logarithmic transformation in my case.
The distribution is distorted when the logarithmic-scaled coefficient es-
timates are transformed back when using the linear regression. However,
the quantile regression preserves the original distribution. Moreover, the
quantile regression has better robustness to distributional assumptions
(Hao and Naiman, 2007). It is not sensitive to the presence of outliers as
the linear regression.
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3.3.3 Construction of sculpture price indices

In order to be able to explore the market efficiency of the international
sculpture market (Paper III), and to analyze the long-term and short-term
interconnectedness between this market and the traditional financial mar-
kets (Paper IV), the first step in my analysis process is to construct price
indices for the sculpture market. Two major techniques are most often
used when creating an art related price index. The first one is the hedonic
regression method (used in, for instance, Buelens and Ginsburgh, 1993;
Chanel, Gérard-Varet and Ginsburgh, 1996; de la Barre et al., 1994; Czu-
jack, 1997; Hodgson and Vorkink, 2004; Renneboog and Spaenjers, 2013),
the second method is the repeat sales regression (used, for example, in
Baumol, 1986; Goetzman, 1993; Pesando, 1993; Mei and Moses, 2002;
Frey and Pommerehne, 1989). The latter method uses particular items
sold at auctions at two different points in time to calculate the index.
However, the index obtained through this technique will be biased. Indi-
vidual items that were sold twice at auctions constitute only a small part
of all art auction sales (Ginsburgh, Mei and Moses, 2006). Since an index
is meant to outline the entire market, or general trends in the market
(Ginsburgh, Mei and Moses, 2006), the repeat sales regression method’s
reliability is doubtful – it excludes the majority of the market. Chanel,
Gérard-Varet and Ginsburgh (1996) argue that using hedonic regressions
is more appropriate and functions as a better basis for tests of market effi-
ciency or for return predictions. In addition, it is difficult and practically
impossible to search for and find all the items sold at least twice – some
sculptures have very common titles, such as Reclining Nude or Standing
Woman, and some are just untitled. Hedonic regressions use all auction
sales and not just repeat sales. The hedonic regression method is widely
used art related price index construction. For instance, Hodgson and
Vorkink (2004) use hedonic regression to analyze the Canadian painting
market. Nahm (2010) examines price determinants of the Korean paint-
ing market with the help of the hedonic regression method. The hedonic
regression method is also often used in studies examining the real estate
market. Diewert (2011), for instance, compares different methodologies
for real estate index construction and concludes that hedonic regression
methods are preferred over other methods. Cornelius (1997) uses the
hedonic regression model to value opals in the Australian opal market.
Another study, done by Baltas and Saridakis (2010), is an example of a
hedonic regression method being used to analyze the car market.
I use the hedonic regression method to construct a price index that

represents the price behavior of the general sculpture market. However,
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the hedonic regression used for the purposes of constructing a price index
is an adjacent-period method, instead of the pooled method that I use in
Paper I and Paper II. With the adjacent period method we allow for the
temporal change in the implicit prices of the sculpture price determinants.
Thus, for price index construction purposes the data is split into smaller
time sub-samples. These sub-samples are for adjacent periods. I use five
year periods and have the following sub-samples: 1985 – 1990, 1991 –
1995, 1996 – 2000, 2001 – 2005, 2006 – 2010 and 2011 – 2013. All the
constructed sculpture price indices are in semi-annual frequency.

The formal regression equation is specified as follows:

pkt = α0 +
n∑
i=1

βixikt +
2013∑
t=1985

2∑
s=1

γtsτts + εkt (3.5)

here, the coefficients, γts, of dummy variables representing time of sale, τts
is a dummy variable corresponding to the year of sale, t and half of the
year, s. The coefficients γts are used to construct the price index. Data is
available starting from the year 1985, thus, the starting reference period is
first half of 1985. Each γts coefficient can be interpreted as a semi-annual
return.

A semi-annual price index is constructed from the results obtained
from the hedonic regression with a value in time ts equal to (γb × eγts),
where γb is the coefficient of the base time period. As mentioned above,
first half of the year 1985 is the starting reference time period. Afterwards,
for each time sub-sample, the last period of the preceding sub-sample is
used as the reference point. For instance, to calculate the price index
values for the period 1991-1995, I use the second half of 1990 as the base
period. In order to be able to do that the second half of 1990 is included
in the 1991-1995 sub-sample, but dropped in the hedonic regression. The
same approach is used for the index value computations in the other sub-
samples. Geometric returns of the sculpture market for a given period n
are formally calculated according to the following equation:

rn =
( indext
indext−n

) 1
n
− 1 (3.6)

where rn is an n-period return, indext is the value of the sculpture price
index at time t and indext−n is the value of the sculpture price index at n
periods ago.
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3.3.4 Tests of weak-form market efficiency

There is a wide variety of methods available for testing the weak-form
market efficiency, such as the unit root tests (see, for instance, Chaudhuri
and Wu, 2003; Narayan and Smith, 2004; Lean and Smyth, 2007), auto-
correlation tests (Fama, 1965), such as the variance ratio test (Lo and
MacKinlay, 1988, 1989; Poterba and Summers, 1988; Chordia, Roll and
Subrahmanyam, 2008; Boehmer and Kelley, 2009; Griffin, Kelly and
Nardari, 2010), long memory tests (see, for instance, Lo, 1991; Cajueiro
and Tabak, 2005), spectral analysis tests (Granger and Morgenstern, 1963)
and others (see Lim and Brooks, 2011 for extensive review). In this thesis,
I use a form of Lo and Mackinlay’s (1988) Variance Ratio test, the most
commonly used method for testing the weak-form market efficiency, or
the random walk hypothesis.
The Variance Ratio test implies testing whether the variance of an n -

period return is equal to the variance of a one period return multiplied
by n. Thus, if the time series in question is a random walk then the
ratio of the two abovementioned variances should be equal to 1. There
are several variations of the variance ratio test that have been developed.
In this thesis, I use the rolling window wild-bootstrap variance ratio test
first advocated by Kim (2006) to examine the weak form efficiency of
the sculpture markets. The wild-bootstrap method has size and power
properties that are superior compared to conventional methods for small
samples (Kim, 2009). The rolling window approach is utilized in order
to capture the evolution of sculpture market efficiency over time.

3.3.5 Cointegration and Granger causality tests

As mentioned earlier, art, be it sculpture or painting, is a long-term in-
vestment, thus, inclusion of art investments in an investment portfolio for
diversification has to be considered with a long-term investment horizon
in mind. Under the Modern Portfolio Theory, introduced by Markow-
itz (1952, 1991), the main focus is on correlations between the potential
candidates for the optimized portfolio. Although correlation is a simple
tool to use, it has some limitations. One of the limitations is that, un-
fortunately, correlation is a short-term measure and relying on it would
require frequent rebalancing of the portfolio (Alexander, 1999). Moreover,
it would not give an overview of the dynamic relationship between the
series being examined, because of the static nature of conventional cor-
relation measurements (Alexander, 1999). Furthermore, correlation is
used in conjunction with returns instead of prices, which results in a loss
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of information. Spurious or nonsense correlations are another drawback
leading to incorrect inferences about the relationship between the time
series in question (Johansen, 2007).
Cointegration tests, first proposed by Granger (1981) and Engle and

Granger (1987), can be used when measuring the long-run diversification
potential of financial assets. In the context of modern portfolio theory,
correlation is used to measure the diversification prospects of different as-
sets by measuring co-movements in their returns. Similarly, cointegration
uses prices and measures long-term co-movements between two or more
non-stationary economic time series.
Since the data in my studies is for a relatively shorter period, 1985

– 2013, the traditional cointegration tests will have a downside of being
less powerful. Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001) address this issue by pro-
posing an alternative method, the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL)
approach. Narayan (2005) provides the critical values for small samples
for the ARDL approach to cointegration testing.
Typically, to test for cointegration, the order of integration of all the

time series in question has to be determined. However, under the ARDL
approach or Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001), we can make reliable infer-
ences without the otherwise prerequisite step of determining the order of
integration (Wolde-Rufael, 2010). The only condition is that the computed
F-statistics have to lie outside the lower and upper critical bounds.
In the context of dynamic price relationships, coupled with co-integration

analysis, usually a Granger causality analysis is also beneficial as it gives
an overview of short-run dynamics as well. With the help of Granger
causality, I am able to examine whether, for instance, the sculpture market
price movements are caused by, or follow, price movements in traditional
investments.
The basic idea behind Granger causality, originally developed in Granger

(1969), is simple. Given two time series Xt and Yt, Xt is said to “cause”
Yt if lagged values of Xt can forecast Yt+1. The word cause is not used
in the true meaning of that word, since true causality is of a more philo-
sophical nature than is implied by Granger-causality. Granger causality
tests whether we can use past values of one economic time series to better
predict the future values of another economic time series. One of the
underlying principles is that the cause happens before the effect. How-
ever, the direction of causality can be either uni-directional, such that
Xt Granger-causes Yt, or bi-directional, Xt Granger-causes Yt and Yt
Granger-causes Xt. Granger-causality can be tested using Vector Error
Correction (VEC)(Engle and Granger, 1987) models when the time series
in question are found to be cointegrated. Otherwise, Vector Autoregres-
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sion (VAR)(Johansen, 1988) models can be relied on.
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4 Summary of the Appended Papers

Paper I - Uncertainty, Disagreement and Expert
Price Estimates in Art Markets.
In this I paper demonstrate that the range between the high and low price
estimates given by the auction house art experts positively affects realized
art auction prices. I find that wider relative estimate range leads to higher
prices. This positive effect is robust across the mid- low- and high-end
segments of the international sculpture auction market.
Interpreting the art experts’ relative estimate range as a proxy for the

prevailing divergence of investor opinion in the art market, I show that the
findings are consistent with the predictions of the disagreement model put
forward in Miller (1977). This evidence is contradictory to the predictions
of the general auction model in Milgrom and Weber (1982) and does not
lend support to the interpretation of the price estimate range as only a
proxy for uncertainty. In addition, with this study I provide insight into
the price determinants of sculpture using a unique large dataset of over
65,000 sculpture sales at international art auctions.

Paper II - Art Auction Prices: Home Bias, Fa-
miliarity and Patriotism.
In this study I find evidence that there is a home bias in prices of art, using
a large and unique dataset of sculptures sold at art auctions worldwide.
Specifically, I find that art prices are higher when they are auctioned in the
home country of the artist compared to when they are auctioned outside
of that artist’s home country. Moreover, the impact of the home bias on
prices is more pronounced in the low-end sculpture market relative to the
high-end market, showing that familiarity can be a potential explanation
of the bias. This is justified by the relative popularity of the artists at
the high end of the art market, compared to those at the low end. So,
the demand for a lesser known artist’s works, all else equal, is relatively
higher locally as opposed to outside of his or her home country. This is
contrast to well-known artists whose popularity is more uniformly spread
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and, thus, the demand for their work at home is not much higher from
the demand abroad.
I investigate another potential explanation for the home bias in art

prices. I show that the home bias effect can be partly attributed to dif-
ferences in levels of patriotism. My findings indicate that the effect of
the home bias on prices increases as the relative level of patriotism rises
in the home country of the artist. Furthermore, I demonstrate that pat-
riotism is a more persistent source of the home bias effect in art prices
than familiarity, as it perseveres even after controlling for the effect of
familiarity.

Paper III - Sculpture Market Efficiency and the
Impact of Auction House Art Experts.
Using a large database of over 65,000 sculpture sales I construct several
unique sculpture price indices for a time period of 1985-2013. To test
the absolute market efficiency of the international sculpture market I use
the Automatic Variance Ratio test (Choi, 1999) with wild bootstrapping
(Kim, 2009). In order to examine the evolution of sculpture market effi-
ciency over time, I use the rolling-window method, where the Automatic
Variance Ratio test is conducted for each of a number of overlapping
fixed-length time windows rolled one period at a time. Finally, using
Granger causality tests, I examine the relationship between auction house
experts’ price estimates and the sculpture market efficiency.
The results of the absolute market efficiency tests reveal that the lower-

end segment of the sculpture market exhibits significant negative return
autocorrelation and is inefficient over the period 1985 – 2013, as opposed
to the high-end segment. Furthermore, I find no difference in efficiency
between the US and the European sculpture markets, both of which are
efficient over the period studied. The rolling-window market efficiency
tests show that the efficiency of international sculpture markets varies
over time and displays more inefficiency during the times of distress in
the wider economy/financial markets. The results indicate that the level
of relative inefficiency is decreasing in the international sculpture market.
Finally, the results of Granger causality tests show that changes in price
estimate accuracy cause market efficiency changes in the following period.
My contribution with this paper is three-fold. I complement the extant

art market literature, first, by examining the efficiency of international
sculpture markets, which have previously been overlooked; and, second,
by studying the market efficiency of an art market in the context of the
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Adaptive Markets Hypothesis. Finally, I show the impact of auction house
experts on the sculpture market efficiency.

Paper IV - Sculpture as an Alternative Invest-
ment: an Analysis of Price Dynamics Between
Sculpture and Equity and Bond Markets.
In this paper I analyze the dynamic relationship between the interna-
tional sculpture market and the traditional financial investments during
the period 1985-2013. Three international sculpture price indices are
constructed to proxy for the general sculpture market price movements
along with the low- and high-end segments of the international sculpture
market. To that end I use the OLS hedonic pricing method, as well as, the
Quantile hedonic pricing method, which are widely used for pricing of
heterogeneous assets. Using cointegration and Granger-causality tests, I
examine the short- and long-run dynamic relationships between the con-
structed sculpture indices and the equity markets, bond market, as well
as the world GDP per capita.
The results of cointegration tests show that price development in the

sculpture market does not move together with government bond prices in
the long run. When it comes to equity markets, I find significant cointeg-
rated dynamics between sculpture indices and the world equity markets
proxied by the MSCI World equity index. On the other hand, there is no
such relationship when the S&P 500 is considered. Furthermore, cointeg-
ration is detected when analyzing the sculpture markets with the world
GDP per capita. Granger-causality tests reveal that sculpture prices, in
general, are Granger-caused by GDP per capita. Moreover, the Granger-
causality tests indicate that sculpture price developments follow the world
equity price movements, but not those of the S&P 500.
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5 Conclusion and Contributions
The overall purpose in this dissertation is to explore the viability of sculp-
ture as an alternative investment. International art auction markets have
been used to that end as the target market of analysis. The main purpose
is addressed through the assessment of the sculpture market quality and
the long-run diversification potential of sculpture investments. When it
comes to the market quality, I investigate the price determinants of sculp-
ture sold at art auctions, as well as, the relative informational efficiency of
the sculpture market. These objectives are undertaken by a combination
of four individual papers.
Several research gaps have been identified and presented in the intro-

ductory chapter of this thesis under the overarching notions of market
quality and diversification potential. The studies enclosed here, combined
together, lead to the overall research purpose. One consideration is that
studies I, II and III together help in understanding of the sculpture market
quality and, thus, belong together under the same conjunction. On that
account, the order of the presentation of the studies is of no particular
importance.
The findings indicate that the relative market efficiency of the global

sculpture market has been improving. This, in turn, reflects positively on
the sculpture market quality. However, there are differences in the relative
informational efficiency between the high-end segment of the sculpture
market and the low-end segment. I find that the latter displays less
relative informational efficiency.
In addition, the hedonic pricing method previously used in the context

of other heterogeneous goods proved fruitful for pricing of sculptures
sold at art auctions, as well. In this context, several significant price
determinants related to the artwork itself and the artist were identified.
For instance, the artistic reputation and differences in style are found to
make a difference in sculpture pricing. Moreover, the price of a sculpture
increases with its size. The material the sculpture is made from is also
important and marble appears to fetch highest prices, all else equal.
Furthermore, I find support for the importance of auction house art

experts, both, in the context of sculpture pricing and relative informational
efficiency of the sculpture market. On the one hand, their price estimates
reflect the current market sentiment, and on the other, the accuracy of
their price estimates influence the time-varying relative market efficiency.
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Finally, even though the sculpture market returns are lower than in
equity markets while having the same level of volatility, there is evidence
for long-run diversification potential of sculptures, as I find that there
are no long-run co-movements between sculpture market prices and US
equity market, as well as bond markets. The collective findings in the
four enclosed papers indicate that sculpture could be a potentially viable
alternative investment.
The findings across some of the papers are interesting when juxtaposed

to one another. For instance, the home bias in art prices found in Paper
II combined with the finding in Paper III, that the relative informational
efficiency is improving in the sculpture market. One might misinterpret
these results as contradicting each other. That is, a persistent home bias in
prices can be seen as an obvious anomaly that counters the informational
efficiency claim, and it violates the law of one price. However, for the law
of one price to be validated the zero-cost portfolio must be traded, mean-
ing that it must be possible to take advantage of the arbitrage opportunity.
Thus, It is not enough to show that the prices differ, we should be able
to act on this information. Therefore, the home bias in sculpture prices
found in Paper II, taking into consideration the finding in Paper III of
increasing relative informational efficiency, means that there are limits to
arbitrage. These could be regulatory restrictions prohibiting the national
cultural heritage from crossing the nation’s borders.Taking advantage of
the arbitrage opportunity that arises from the home bias in prices might
not be cost effective after considering the transaction, transportation and
insurance costs.

5.1 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are numerous, and are of theoretical, as
well as, empirical nature. The main contributions that I make in this
dissertation through the individual studies are summarized below:

a) an investigation of the price determinants of sculpture in the inter-
national art auction market setting;

b) an exploration of the concept of time varying market efficiency in
the context of art markets;

c) an examination of the role of the auction house art experts when it
comes to pricing and informational efficiency in art markets;
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d) an insight into the investment value of sculptures and an analysis
of the financial performance and efficiency of the sculpture market
over the last 29 years; and

e) an analysis of dynamic relationships and co-movements between
sculpture and traditional investments.

My analysis of the sculpture auction markets contributes to the grow-
ing art market literature. With an increasing knowledge of the financial
and economic aspects of art markets, this body of research helps build
confidence in the art markets among potential art investors and helps
make more informed investment decisions. Painting and drawing mar-
kets have thus far been the most studied segment of the art markets. My
inquiry into the sculpture auction market complements these studies, as
well as, the earlier study of the sculpture markets in Locatelli-Biey and
Zanola (2002). The findings in Paper I, II and III are not necessarily
restricted to the sculpture auction market. As the underlying mechanisms
in these studies are similar across the art markets, their implications can
be generalized or transferred to other art auction markets. Further studies
in other art market segments similar to the ones I conduct in the afore-
mentioned papers would serve to enrich the field. For instance, there is
no reason why the importance of auction house art experts in pricing of
artwork and art market efficiency should be specific only to the sculpture
markets.
Another contribution to the art market literature that I make is by

demonstrating a home bias in art auction prices in Paper II. The home
bias is a well-documented phenomena in equity markets, as found in, for
example, French and Poterba (1991), Tesar and Werner (1995) or Pastor
(2000) among others. The home bias in sculpture prices that I find is in
line with some preliminary inquiries of private collectors’ art portfolios,
such as in Steiner, Frey and Resch (2013). In addition, I offer evidence
for potential explanations of this bias, such as familiarity and patriotism.
These findings could be of help to potential investors as it increases their
awareness of such possible biases in pricing of art. The evidence of
familiarity driven home bias in art prices is in agreement with Schulze’s
(1999) discussion of trade theory in the domain of cultural goods, namely
the discussion of cultural discount on unfamiliar art. In addition the
effect of patriotism that I find is in line with previous similar findings
in equity markets (Morse and Shive, 2011) and consumer behavior (Han,
1988; Rawwas, Rajendran and Wuehrer, 1996).
More specific to the sculpture market is the contribution in Paper IV,

where I investigate the dynamic relationship between several sculpture
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market segments and traditional investments. This complements the pre-
vious similar studies done in painting markets (see, for instance, Chanel,
1995; Ginsburgh and Jeanfils, 1995; Atukeren and Seckin, 2009; Hodgson
and Seckin, 2012) by providing evidence from the sculpture markets.
On a theoretical level, the input I make is, for instance, through the in-

vestigation of the role of auction house art experts in art auction markets.
In Paper I, I find that the spread between the low and high estimates
has a positive relation with sculpture prices. I complement previous lit-
erature, such as Mei and Moses (2005), Ashenfelter and Graddy (2003)
and Ekelund, Ressler and Watson (1998), that examine the pre-sale es-
timate spread directly, as well as, studies that investigate the effect of the
point estimate on prices, as in McAndrew, Smith and Thompson (2012),
Sproule and Valsan (2006) and Czujack (1997). My contribution to the
above literature is done specifically by supplementing the general auction
theory of Milgrom and Weber (1982). I borrow from equity market liter-
ature on agents with heterogeneous beliefs and limits to arbitrage (Miller,
1977) in interpreting the effect of the high and low estimates on art prices.
Further similar studies in other segments of the art market would help
reveal more about the role of art experts’ price estimates.

5.2 Limitations
The main limitation in this dissertation would be related to the sample
used. Namely, its time specificity - the sample is restricted to the years
1985 to 2013. There is little that can be done to improve the size of
this time sample, since the availability of data for earlier years is rare,
especially for a specific art market segment, such as sculpture. Moreover,
the reliability of the data would be questionable due to sizable missing
data and unavoidable biases. Nonetheless, the sample of sculpture sales
records that I have collected is the largest to date, both, in terms of number
of observations and the time span covered.
The sample art segment of focus in this thesis, namely the sculpture

market, could be a potential limitation for the generalizability of my find-
ings to a broader art market. However, apart from the findings in Paper
IV, the findings in the rest of the Papers about the role of art experts in
pricing and market efficiency, and the home bias in art prices can be ap-
plicable to the art market in general. It is not unreasonable to argue that
art experts’ opinions and estimates are not formed in a different manner
when dealing with sculptures compared to other forms of art.
Another potential limitation is related to the pricing of sculpture,
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namely that some aesthetic characteristics have not been considered. These
are of the more qualitative nature, perhaps, similar to the “Balance des
Peintres” of the famous 17th century French art critic Roger de Piles. De
Piles made a decomposition of painting styles of 58 famous, at the time,
artists into four different categories: composition, drawing, color and expres-
sion. De Piles then rated each of the 58 artists on these four categories.
Graddy (2013) finds that the paintings of highly rated artists by De Piles
had a significantly higher annual return than works of the lower rated
artists. A similar qualitative approach taking into consideration of addi-
tional aesthetic features of sculptures, for example, in the context of he-
donic pricing, could be a possible focus for future research in the manner
of Cornelius (1997), Ginsburgh and Weyers (2008) and Graddy (2013).
However, this approach may have some shortcomings as well, due to the
highly subjective nature of an attempt to make a quantitative judgment of
highly qualitative aesthetic features. Even ratings of an experienced and
highly acclaimed critic such as Roger De Piles are controversial (Gins-
burgh and Weyers, 2008; Graddy, 2013). It is also important to mention
that since many artists have their own, unique, style of work, many qual-
itative aesthetic features are captured by the inclusion of the individual
artist names in the hedonic regressions, as it is done in the papers appen-
ded to this thesis. Moreover, the usefulness of such qualitative aesthetic
price determinants to a potential art investor may be less due to their
subjectivity, compared to more objective quantitative determinants.
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A Appendix

Table A.1: List of Artists in the sample, number of sculptures sold and their mean
prices (in nominal USD) per artist, 1985 – 2013.

Artist Name Mean Price Number of Sales
Auguste Rodin 203 837 2009
Roy Lichtenstein 277 023 213
Carl (Wilhelm Emile) Milles 19 384 439
Heinz Mack 26 371 221
César 39 020 1441
Honoré Daumier 21 246 299
Hans Arp 120 315 808
John Chamberlain 244 444 336
Henry Moore 297 036 1723
Takis (Panayiotis Vassilakis) 15 240 313
Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux 18 931 573
Joseph Csaky 15 830 266
Niki de Saint Phalle 62 790 746
Reg Butler 21 335 163
Pablo Picasso 54 259 2879
Kai Nielsen 1 605 165
Sir Jacob Epstein 14 199 533
Emilio Greco 29 161 149
Agustin Cárdenas 26 208 297
Marc Aurèle de Foy Suzor-Côté 14 694 155
Aimé Jules Dalou 9 311 622
Anna Vaughn Hyatt Huntington 14 607 155
Alberto Giacometti 1 459 140 620
Henry Heerup 7 013 146
Alexander Archipenko 110 575 435
Sandro Chia 19 257 137
Alexander Calder 610 803 1062
Jean Dubuffet 240 977 138
Anish Kapoor 508 690 157
Michael Ayrton 12 861 195
Anthony Caro 47 108 255
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Takashi Murakami 304 457 170
Antoine-Louis Barye 9 845 2228
Richard Artschwager 31 202 180
Aristide Maillol 273 243 480
Julio González 349 482 162
Arno Breker 7 757 305
Sorel Etrog 14 695 163
Barbara Hepworth 212 342 318
Edoardo Villa 10 666 173
Camille Claudel 228 731 133
Joseph Cornell 253 537 155
Claes Oldenburg 88 090 301
Jean Tinguely 107 370 196
Donald Judd 495 889 472
William Zorach 17 159 208
Elisabeth Frink 70 849 564
Stephan Balkenhol 42 991 195
Émile Antoine Bourdelle 44 732 414
Pietro Consagra 17 741 192
Emmanuel Frémiet 4 935 576
Nam June Paik 52 021 151
Ernest Barrias 17 869 192
Jean-Baptiste Clésinger 13 147 180
Ernst Barlach 70 177 415
Jörg Immendorff 24 120 157
François-Raoul Larche 8 265 177
Bruce Nauman 420 376 105
Franz West 44 536 175
Franz von Stuck 20 952 140
Frederic Remington 239 583 269
Marcel Duchamp 128 557 124
George Rickey 57 973 375
Paul Gauguin 165 183 122
Henri Laurens 155 427 301
Baltasar Lobo 70 469 137
Igor Mitoraj 16 800 244
Alicia Penalba 13 890 130
Isamu Noguchi 223 771 185
Wifredo Lam 7 635 128
Jacques Lipchitz 182 129 347
Antoni Clavé 10 101 92
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Jean Alexandre Joseph Falguière 5 932 192
George Minne 19 300 257
Jean Jacques Pradier 6 532 224
Fritz Wotruba 20 932 247
Jeff Koons 738 692 538
Fernando Botero 303 114 248
Joan Miró 276 556 254
Fausto Melotti 54 733 260
Käthe Kollwitz 28 035 172
Emile Gilioli 9 408 229
Louise Bourgeois 715 824 138
Chaim Gross 5 845 235
Louise Nevelson 43 876 591
Giorgio de Chirico 23 289 220
Malvina Hoffman 9 765 121
Andy Warhol 129 766 225
Marius Jean Antonin Mercié 11 679 244
Germaine Richier 123 722 226
Mark di Suvero 58 890 154
George Segal 55 066 221
Miguel Berrocal 3 324 947
Arman 19 290 3503
Ossip Zadkine 70 807 286
Eric Grate 7 239 127
Paul Dubois 4 248 217
Leonard Baskin 6 456 120
Paul Howard Manship 112 413 156
Fritz Koenig 16 063 126
Rembrandt Bugatti 183 318 402
Diego Giacometti 74 923 1085
Robert Graham 18 017 195
Salvador Dalí 13 869 2128
Robert Jacobsen 10 928 439
Edouard Marcel Sandoz 9 579 334
Sir Eduardo Paolozzi 17 215 298
Fritz Klimsch 16 948 346
Sol LeWitt 81 800 249
Georg Kolbe 49 278 320
Tony Cragg 75 204 141
Pierre Jules Mène 4 400 1779
Wilhelm Lehmbruck 115 965 130
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Lynn Chadwick 52 613 947
Vincenzo Gemito 8 354 183
Max Ernst 68 519 453
Yaacov Agam 10 608 152
August Gaul 6 970 423
Yayoi Kusama 62 032 284
Jef Lambeaux 2 825 323
Albert Feraud 2 746 205
François Pompon 31 876 382
Augustus Saint-Gaudens 58 610 114
Gerhard Marcks 17 063 353
Chana Orloff 33 162 204
Mathurin Moreau 5 465 498
Joel Shapiro 99 166 130
Francisco Zúñiga 63 013 493
Marino Marini 449 975 268
Harry Bertoia 34 268 942
Prince Paolo Troubetzkoy 25 014 270
Lucio Fontana 96 240 761
Claude Michel Clodion 15 602 174
Jesús Rafael Soto 66 125 417
Frederick William MacMonnies 25 922 145
Yves Klein 113 584 406
Carl Andre 160 423 214
Arnaldo Pomodoro 54 477 608
Robert Rauschenberg 34 750 199
Renée Sintenis 11 214 736
Günther Uecker 62 894 203
Joseph Beuys 26 855 668
Alfred Hrdlicka 6 600 216
Albert Ernest Carrier-Belleuse 9 183 756
Constantin Meunier 6 551 194
Bernhard Hoetger 5 620 116
Pierre Jean David d’ Angers 13 341 186
Mané-Katz 5 059 104
Charles Marion Russell 73 153 179
Juan Muñoz 300 928 118
Giacomo Manzù 94 104 300
Eduardo Chillida 479 377 121
Ewald Mataré 26 638 302
Gerhard Henning 4 090 122
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Damien Hirst 685 303 271
Menashe Kadishman 5 559 123
Daniel Spoerri 12 217 276
A.R. Penck 6 932 101
Kenneth Armitage 43 006 147
Cyrus Edwin Dallin 27 205 116
Robert Indiana 468 824 143
Robert Edward Klippel 29 813 111
Henri Matisse 1 337 521 136
Gustav Seitz 5 883 119
Auguste Nicolas Cain 3 551 123
Bernard Meadows 13 714 115
Bessie Potter Vonnoh 22 835 135
Giò Pomodoro 11 344 119
Georges Braque 35 696 100
Victor Rousseau 4 849 94
André Derain 17 862 136
Max Bill 38 098 111
Barry Flanagan 171 309 140
Rosa Bonheur 2 297 97
Jean-Léon Gérôme 33 531 210
Gaston Lachaise 47 979 105
Ernest Tino Trova 7 777 216
Lynda Benglis 22 145 117
Ernst Fuchs 2 263 216
Ferdinand Barbedienne 3 217 101
Pol Bury 22 853 221
Total (181) 65473
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